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VOL. XL— NO.

HOLLAND,

52.

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY

MICH.,

VAN PUTTBN, Wm.,

Dealer In Drugs, Medicinei, Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van
Bane's Family Medicines;River St.

V

Fortki HollandCity
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(

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LAHDEQKND’S BLOCK.

hmltus.

Corrected every Thursday by E. J. Harrington.)
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VfETBR, BROUWER A

CO., Dealen In all
kinds of rnraitors, Curtains, Wall Paper,
Toya, Coffin*,Picture Frames,etc. : River street.
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Onions, N bushels .....
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Potatoes, f bushel .....

•eural Ssalm.

TITAN PUTTEN G„ A SONS., General Dealers
In Dry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats

Y

Terau of Smtoeriptfoa:

and Gaps, Flour, Provisions,etc.;

$1.50 per pear if paid in advance; $l,'t
paid at three months, and $5.00 if

paid

lotili.

at six months..
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TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
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Mrs. J. Meyer*
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titr&ln.
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Ito.

(Corrected every Thursday by W. H. Beach.)

River street. Buckwheat, bushel ........... .
Bran, *100 t>s ...................
Barley, f IW D ....................

A

Son*, Proprietore.The only first-clam Hotel In the
cltr. Is locatedin the business center of the town,
atid hM one of the largestand best sample rooms
in the State. Free bus in connectionwith the Hotel. Holland,
10-ly

V

Mich.
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Clover seed, f ft ..................
Corn Meal f 100 Ds ...............
Corn, shelled B bushel ...........
Flour, B brl ............. .........
Fine Corn Meal V 1U0 Ds .........
Feed,* ton .. ...................
f 100 B ....................
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Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
TIOONE H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
andbarnonMarxetstreet.Everythingfirstlines, |t0O per annuo,
clast*
Notices of BJrUu, Carriages, and Deaths pnblished whitest charge for subscrlbdrs.
ITAVERKATE, G. J., Livery and Boarding
stable.Fine rigs and good horses can altST All advertising bills collectable qoarterly.
An X before the Subscriber’s name will donote ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott’s

D

H

Hotel.

the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX sigthat no paper will be continuedafter date.
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wish

all parties

article.

‘who may have

leac

the article signed D. E. McClure, taken Their neighbor* great them -all who know their
from the Shelby paper, to remember that

life.

Commend the pair who live as man and wife,
D. E. McClure is the writer, and not mis- Throuuh fiftychangeful yeere, and still are true,
And will to-nighttheir nnptnal vows renew.
take the gentleman Mr. Geo. T. McClure Thia bride with feded cheek and silveredhair,
Is lovod a* we)l u when her face wm fair!
of this city for the unfortunatevictim And to her heart husband la as dear
who has been so unlucky as to rsise the As when his arms were strong and sight wm clear.
The love that warmed their bean*i baa not
n
grown
ire of the gentleman who speakes of me in
cold,
The silken bond has changed to one of gold,
language no emphatic.
It will not met, and the cold hand of death
As to passing myself for State Supt. of •hall not the tie dteeolvewhen one le left.
The other called to crus# the shadowed vale,
Schools to school officers, the gentlemsnly Their tried and true affectionwill not fell.
Rat they will hope the heavenly life to share.

the district, and
to

my

who

if

not quite certain as

true character, will

be thoroughly

clusion,m follows:

Our grandfather, Wm. Montelth, wm born In the
Parrish of Sterling,In Scotland. Married Isabella

••

p.m. p.m.

a.m. p.m.

* Mixed trains.
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iuainws Diwrtsnj.
Attensyt.

M° UppDi“/m«H^d

w.

w

Law,

Michigan,
Business In Kent, Ottawa and Allegan
Co
•gan Counties
will be promptly attended to.

My

OoaaliilnXsrchait.

Street.

Reward.

A

m.

4 05 ....QrandviUe... 11 80 7 10 9 05

On ttanday morning the Night Expressleaves
Holland 2:30 and arrivesIn Grand Rapids 4:10 a. m.
i

would never see the

(
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Hudson ville... 11 15 740 9 25

6 85 10 80 4 20 ..Grand Rapida.. 10 45

m.

the Zeeland Hotel, who always treated me

City.

Holland.

a.m. •m. p.m.

5 85 R 40 8 85 ....Zeeland ..... 11 85
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Zeeland,and especiallythe landlord of

O

*8 15 8 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 9 10 fioio
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From Grd. Rapids

..

*

I ask pardon of the good people o

A Card.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

5 57 9 20 3 52

with the article.

Their kindred greet bnmo-thoee who stillremain,
And share with tlmm life’s mlngied Joy and pain
Halnte them now with smile* and hearty cheers
And hope they atill may see more happy yearsTbat God will smooth the path thulrfcet mast
tread
And while his band, thus far their step# hath led,
He atill wifi keep them In their life'sdecline,
His mercy “make It tight at evening time”
And from their western sky a golden sheen,
IHnrae the narrow spaco 'which lies between
Their earthly life whose coarse I* nearly run.
And what their faith sees in “tho bright beyond.”

Michigan.

On Saturday night the Night express north runa
earlier,leavingChicago 5 15 p. m., arriving at
Holland 2:20 Sunday morning.^

520

pion armor-bearer" intimates, lift con
glomeiation of nonsense, which explains
the easy manner in which he "got away"

Their children greet them— each of all their aevon
The six still here, and one dear girl In heaven
Wish Joy u> these, whose sllverial lock* iVvaal
Their toll, and care to asrvs children'sweal.

CATARRH CURED, health and sweet breath enlightened upon reading the erudit article
Gilchrist and Immediatelyemigratedto America
secured by Shiloh’s Catarrh Remedy. Price, 50
cents. Nasal InjectorDee. Hold by D. R. Meengs. written by yonr correspondent,G. B. S. In the bprtng of 1775. Oar father WUHam, bit
IT'UITE.J..-Dealer in all kinds of meata and
FOR LAME BACK, Side nr Chest nse Shiloh’s The gentleman's effusion reminds one of eldesteon, wm born on the 18th of June 1771, fourIV. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
Porous Plaster. Price 25 cents. Bold by D. R.
teen days before the Declaration of Independence
the crow that attempted a flight on pinMeengs.
ITANDERHAAR, U., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
July 4th. Our father wm the eldest of fov eons
and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
feathersand fell on a rock and burst his
and two daughters,namely, WlUlidf John,
HHILOH'S COUGH and Consumption Cure is
and twine; 8th street.
>ld by os
ns on a gnarautee.It cures consumption. hinder parts, George, my boy, stick to seil- Archibald, Walter, Thomas, Mary and Catharine.
sold
Sold by D. R. Meengs.
Maiufettorlai,MUD, Bkopi, Ite.
ing fruit trees and keep out of print and William, our father, marriedJeannette Chalmers,
had six children, four eons and two daughters.
SHILOH’S VITALIZES is whatyon need for remember that.
DAUELS.VAN PUTTEN a CO., Proprietor* Consumption, Loss of Appetite,Dizziness and
William Lovlnue, Jamei, John, Allisonand Isabelof Ptugjer Mills: Steam Saw and Floor all symptons of Dyspepsia' ' Price 10 and 75 cents “Some Srst for a wit, them for a writer, would
la.
My grandfetber’e family ol children and grandMills.) near foot of 8th street.
pass.
bottle. Sold by D. R. Meengs..
Turn champion next and prove plain foot at last,
children numberedtblhy-tbree.Of my fether's
RAALTE, B. dealer la Farm Implements
CROUP, WHOOPING COUGH and Bronchitis As beavj mules sre neither hone or ass."
family all are yet living of brothers and alltera, In
and Machinery,cor. River and Ninth Street.
Immediatelynolleved by Shiloh’s Cure. Sold by
Allow me to say in conclusion, Mr. good health both In body and mind. Their ages
D. R. Meengs.
WILMS, P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Editor, that I have never visitedA locality being on an average of 70 years m will be shown
Tv Iron and Wood combination Pumpa. Cor10th and River streets.
Smoke Improved Punch, a Five Cent where I could so readily transact business, below. Our fatherdied at the age of 86 years, our
DR. WM. VAN PUTTEN,
Motirv Futile*.
snd after visiting a large number of mother at 84 years, together making 170 year*.
Our lister Allison Is now In her 77th year, William
45-8
Local Agent.
Schools in the btate, I must say in all can- 75, Isabelle 71, Loytnue 68, James 66, John 64, In all
oTEGENGA, A. P., Juttlce of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at short
dor that the Holland Colony schools are amounting to 422 year*, adding our parent* age*
An Explanation.
notice. Office at hie residenceNew Holland,
9-ly
in advance of all others I have visited, in 170, making 522 years. How wonderful this le, truThe delicateflowery and lasting fraly we may Inquire why we have been an unbroken
all points of educationaladvancement,
Phyiielui.
grance of- Floreston Cologne explain why
family so long. But let na rememberthe very
and the only thing I can't comprehendIs natnre ol the case. The band lhat binds us to
DEBT, R. B.. Physician and Surgeon, can be it is such a favorite with the ladies.
how so intelligent a class of people as lives each other and to earth, mast very soon be broken,
JD found in his office, on River street,next door
to D. R. Meengs,drag store. ,
in Souter's district could be guilty of elect and when the firstlink anaps the chain will soon be
severedand we will be gathered to onr fether’s
To all who are suflering from the errors ing^ucb an ass for a school officer.
ZREMERS, H., Physician and Snrgeon. Reaihouse where their will be no more partings, no
IV dence on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- and indiscretionsof youth, nervous weakD. E. McClure.
ket street. Office one door west of Van RMite’s
more eorrow, no more tears, no more counting
ness, early decky, loss of manhood, «kc.,
boot and shoe store. Office hoars from 8 a. m. to
of the years.
I
wilt
send
a
recipe
that
will
cure
you,
12 m., and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50-ly
Boldin Wedding.
Elder Temple then made a few remarks and I.
free of charge. This great remedy was
QCHIPHORST, L. Physician and Snrgeon; discovered by a missionary in South
H. Lamoreux wm requestedto reprodnee and
Wednerdajr, Jan. 10, 1888. will lonubs rememoffice at the drag store of SchepersA Hchlpread the following Hues, dedicated to and Intended
horet: is prepared at all times, day or nfeht, to America. Send a self- addressed envelope bered by the friend
of Mr. and Mr*. William
for the bride and groom alone:
attend to “calls.”
to the REV. JOSEPH T. INMAN, Station
Mon^th, It being their fiftieth annlvarAry and
D, New York
28-ly
Fifty year* have graved their pathway,
•evemy-fifth year of age, and 'l more singular
OCHOUTEN, F. J., Physicianand Acconcher.
On your brows, with furrowedcare,
Office over the boot and shoe store of W.
coincidence, jurteeventy-five pu*«u, excluaive of
Since you stood bealde the altar
Klaasen, on River
40 ly.
$20.00 Bible
In your bridal raiments fair.
their own and children'* famillea,assembled to
Fufl of
Full
o hope with light hearts beating
VI ANTING, A. G., Physician and Snrgeon;
The publishers of Rutledge" Monthly offer witness the nuptial*. During the afternoon friends
As your bark swept out from ebore;
tVl office at GraafrcbapVillage,Allegancounty,
Through the billows of life's ocean,
twelve valuable rewards in their Monthly from Richland, Gunplalsa, Martin, Holland,Fyfe
Mich. Officehoars from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.
’Mid their dMhlng. deafening roar
Lake, and other points arrived,and early evening
for February,among which is the follow
Towards a land beyond the tide,
brought together the denizens of Otsego and
Fhrtagraphir.

O
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Mix- Nt'i
ed. Exp.

50 ....Holland .....
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only written in fun, and,

VAN

to Hollar
and.
Mail.

m.

a.

920 11

11020

cle

The music learned to which the plec* wm Mt
Proved not a solo, but a grand dutt.
Their voice* long have snug It* varied strains—
And stillthe sequel of the song remains.
When flfh year* of aedded HIV have passed
And on their way, the shadow* lengtnen DM,
Whlls sunset radiance scatatrsall tie gloom
W* come to great this honoredbride and groom !

Meat Earkstt.

L

From Chicago

Ni’t Mix- Mall.
Exp. ed.

my harmless arti
in the Shelby Independent. It was

Fifty years have angel,cohorts
vicinity. Each arrival received a hearty welcome
Watched from pearly gates on high.
will
give
$20.00
in
gold
to
the
perfrom
the
venerable
couple,
and
their
social
and
XX
With bright golden crowns to deck yon
warm-hearted
sons
and
daughters.
About
nine
In that haven by and by.
son telling us which is the middle verse in
Watch** and JiviDy.
Whence your bark Is slowly drifting,
o'clockMr. and Mrs. Montelth In bridal attire
the Old Testament Scriptures by February
And you almost see the shore I
took their stations as fifty years before to renew
Stem
the correntl stay among na!
Ik RE YUAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and 10th, 1888. Should two or more correct
their vows which for half a century had been
Let them wait fell fifty more,
dealer In Fancy Goods; Corner of Market
answers be received, the reward will be faithfullykept. After a short addressand prayer
Is onr earnest prayer.
and Eighth Street.
divided. The money will be forwarded to by Rev. Blssell.and remarks by W. C. Edsell,
The usual congratulations followed and all were
IXTY&HUYSEN, H„ dealer in Watches,Clocks,
Rev. A. M. Buck read the followingpoem, pre- served to a bountiful supply of good things, from
Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and the winner February 15th, 1888. Perpared for that occasion, which was receivedwith the sugar loafed my rile- wreathed pyramid cake, to
Cedar streets,Holland,
24-ly.
2
sons trying for tho reward must send 20
responsive
,
the plump little brown dougbnnt, and meats,
cents in silver (no postage stamps taken)
biscuit, etc., of excellenceunequalled.At the
A varied landscape tboughtfullysurveyed. *
with their answer, for which they will re- (showed much to please— of this a note was made— suggestionof a guest onr friend Ed. tree to his
Not far apart two streamlets had their birth ;
ceive the March Monthly, in which the The showera came down and kissed the smiling native Instinctm a genial landlord,appeared with
two dishes ol cront, and James with an onion,
earth,
name and address of the winner of the re
And here and there among the vales and bills,
I. 0. ft 0. F.
Ailingthe last link In the chain of good things, exward and the correct answer will be pub The earth brought Idrth the murmuring, sparkling
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, IndependentOrder
cept t he fragranthavanM partaken of in the kitchen
rills.
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd lished. This may be worth $20.00 to you;
Two streams there were, each gilding on Its way by the lovers of the weed. We will simply add
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mich. , on Tuesday Evening
cut it out. Address Rotledok Publuh- Alone at first,content by night and day.
that the crout wm taken by a lady and gentleman
of each week
To flow In channel of Its own, throughfield Visiting brothers arecordlallylnviled
.
showing conclusively that other nationalitieswere
inq Company, Easton, Penna.
And wood, half bidden now, and than revealed,
Tuos. McMastkr, N. G.
represented besides merry Scotland.The presents
As when they crept beneaththe willow's shade,
William Bomoabtil, R.
#
Then coming forth, with all the sunbeams playe
were foood to consist of $95 A0 nearly all gold ooln,
Why Should They.
So sportive m their youth they largergrew.
a gold ring, jewelry seta, teacups and saucer*,
by end by one stream the other knew!
No man or woman can do satisfactory And
T. S Lit.
towels, vase*,handkerchiefs, etc., all elegant, naoWhl.e each flowed on its chosen, winding way,
A RiouLABCommnnicationof Unity Lodob, work when the brain U dull, the nervei So near they came on one bright aammrrs day.
fbl and predons gifts, the receipt of which were
No. 191.P. A A. M.. will be held at MmooIc Hall
Each beard the other's vole*, and etch could see
duly and appropriately acknowledgedby the bridal
Holland,Mich., on Wednesdayevening,Feb.
The other stream glide on In sparkling glee,
21,at7i’clock, sharp.
And
theu, each felt Itself alone, and signed
pair. Mnaic rendered by Mrs. Franc Stark, assisted
geoeraly wretched. Why ihould Anybody
To bo, of each companionship denied!
„ T
O. Bbitmab,W.M.
by her sister Bell and brother* Jstne* and Edward
D. L. Botd, Ssc'v.
drag through their work In this condition, And then the flowers that bloomed, and every bird**
with guitar accompaniment,m only tho Montettha
Whose gladsome aong wm In that region heard,
when i bottle of Parkers Ginger Tonic Observedeach stream Its channelslowly bend,
can render It, enlivenedthe scene, commencing
Old Berkshire Mills, )
with “Old Lang Sine ’’and ending with “Over'
will 'at moderate coat give them the And on Its winding way, maintaina trend
Which brought It near (he other— so at feat—
Dalton, Mass., April 27, 1882
the Garden Wall.” Letters of regret and con8- f
strength and will to perform theL* duties The space
apace of land between them narrowed fast,
fa
And natnre seemed to prompt each playful brook, gratnlationa were received from Holland, Allegan,
Mr. Peter Lawler has been a resident of astlsfactorily.—fiif.
With rippling smiles acroee the land to look.
Plalnwell. Martin, Kalamaaoo, Ionia, Maroellua,
this town for the p*st seventeen yean, and
And greet the other singing on Its way,
etc.
in our employ fqr fifteen, and in all these
Until their wooing proved no Idl* play.
An Unwritten Point of History.
For soon In coo verse they were wmI agreed
A word In regard to their eventful career may
yean he has been a good and respected
Truth is indeed stranger than fiction. To make one channel serve their future need.
not be ont of place In this connection.-Mr. Moncitizen of the town and commnnity. He
And then they broke the hateful barrierdown
telth made the first barn ere ever pat together la
hat had some chronic disease to oar knowl- It is interestingto note how some of the And blending both the currents into one,
most
illnstratious
historical
character*
edge for most of the time, bat noVr claims
Flowed on with stronger tide and sweeter voice
this county. Coming to Otsego when western
To make the valleys glad, and plains rejoice
to be, and U, in apparent good health.
Michigan was almoet an, nnbrokea wHderneee,
died. Richard Coeur de Lion like the ani- Until the streams which once were two, now
they have lived to witness a great change. At
Still
Hull
flowing
on
should
ebonid
ail their co
conree
have
ran
Chas. O. Browns, Pres’t.
mal from which his betrt.was named fell
i’e bo
boundless tide
And mingling with the ocean’s
that time the Indiana bald niferly undisputed sway
[The wonderful case referred to above by the arrow of an archer. George* IV The inland Ufe forever fey Midst
of bar rivers, forest*, prairies,and plain*.ConIs published in another oolnmn and will passed away a victim of gluttony and dis- Two Hvm began among the eastern hill*.
siderable more than a generationof men hire
ogrinif
ri
since paeeed away. The Indian wigwam given
prove of great value to thousands of oar sipation. Henry VIII died of carbuncles Not far apart, and Ilka the mormaring
Each Ule at first seemed to Reetf complete;
readers.— Ed.]
and scurry, because in those dtys there The years of childhood left their memories sweet—
The bor, and girl, became the yooth, and maid
scream of the panther and
was oo Swayne’s Oiotmeat for skin dis- And atfll each ilfe-courieby itself wm feidontappy children os
Important to Tnmlon.
Each bad Its Joys, and pains, tta hope* and fear*.
eases to cure the affictloos In the beginning.
Two lives apart for more than twenty yean!
Special inducement* are offered you by
Each teemed content to journey oo alone,
the BurlingtonRoute. It will pay you to
Until to each, the other life wm knownWhit
Thcn, new desires and reetlesenesawere born
read their advertisementto be found elseGive Homeopeth his pellets, Allopath
^
4,P,rn"
where In this
52— ly his Vills; for rheumatism, for aches, for HU fife,M

tog:

LTIGGINS,

B. P. the leading Photographer.Gallery opposite this office.
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market price Mid for wheat. Oflee In Brick
Eighth Flab street*, Holland, Mich. 17

store cor

Pngl ul XeUdisi.

Y'VOESBURG, J. O. Dealer In Drags and Medl^1^— eines. Faint* and otln. Brushes, 4kc, Phy*1 cl ana prescription! carefully pat ap. Eighth et.

WoVtnt

pains
kinds of Job Work, in the Holland
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fomerlea. River street.

^

issoe.

All

i

572.

fruit-tree vlnder was a trifle in error, as the
And hope to know and love SMh other there.
WILL YOU SUFFER with Dyspepsiaand Liver representationwas made at a matter of
The family record prepared by Mr. Lovlnui
Complaint? Shiloh’s Vitaliser is guaranteedto
enre yon. Hold by D. R. Meengs.
joke, to an old lady teacher, who was set Montelthwm read by that gentleman amid almost
8LBBLPEBS NIGHTS, made miserable bv that right as to my true diameter before I left breathleeesilence,broken only by sobs at its con-

88-tf
terriblecough. Shlloh’t Cure is the remedy for
H., Livery and Hale Stable; yon. Hold by D. R. Meengs.
Ninth street, near Market.

il

would be armor

NO.

Y

Taking Effect, Sunday Nov.

to

where

St.),
8t.j),

can he so quickly
guaranteeIt. Hold

VTIBBELINK,J.

nifies

paper Advertising^Bureau^(10
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Ryder A Coffee, proprietors.
lint,
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One iqture of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 eenta-for
Locatednear the Cnl. A W. Mich. 87 depot, Date, p bnshel .........
first insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent hM good facilities for the trsveilncpublic,and Its
Pearl Barley, ¥ 100 D..
insertionfor any period under three mouths.
table ia unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda- Hvu¥bnth .....................
tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
Timothy Heed. ¥ bnshel
S x. « X. 1 1 T.
Wheat, white ¥ bnshel ............
850 500
Wm.
J. Scott, proprietor.
- ............... 500 800
This hotel Is located on the cor. of Ninth and
I^ncaster Bed, ¥ bushel....
................
800 10 00
Fish strs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
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fe Column .................
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
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17 00 15 00
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THE SEWS CONDENSED.
___

XLVJITH CONGRESS.

residing1 at Lansiugburg, N. Y., intends

me

to go Into
into tne
the uumness
business of
or neaung
healing the wok,
sick,
claiming to have that gift by being the seventh son of the seventh soa

At LeMoyne’s furnace at W asliington,
Pa, the remains of. the 8-year-oldson of the
late Dr. Haum, of New York, were reduced
to ashes.... M. Armstrong A Son, wholesale
leathermerchants at New York, have failed
for $400,000, caused by a depression in the
trade.

A Long Islander, named Henry Edformed the subject of disgerton, oh a wager ate thirty-seven hardcussion in the Senate, Jan. 2a Mr. Mahone
boiled eggs and two mince pies in ninety
proposed a duty bf 92 per ton upon iron- minutes,washing 'It down with two quarts
ore, but this and successivepropositions to of ale.
make the rate #1,85 cents and 75 cents foiled
THE WEST.
go through. Pending avofce on Mr. Camden’s
motion to fix the duty at 00 cents ner ton the
Evidence taken at the inquest on
The

tariff again

,

Kenato adjourned. In the House, Mr. Butterwon h introduced a bill for the appointment
of seven Commissioners
to investigateque tions relating to railroador steamboat
tariffs for passengers or freight Bills were
reported to retire Rufus Ingalls with the
ran t of Major General; tp place Representative Smalls on the retired list of the navy,
and to send a special committee of three
memlierstotake testimonyin the election
contest in the Fourth Alabama district In
committee of the whole on the naval bill an
amendment was adopted for the gradual
abolitionof the pay corps of the navy.

A resolution was offered ha the Senate,
Jan. 24, that hereafter reciprocitytreaties

bo considered only in open session.The
Tariff bill was taken up. A motion by Mr.
Sherman to make the duty on pig and scrap
iron three-tenthsof a cent per pound was
rejected. The rate on steel rails was fixed
at seven-tenths of a cent per pound. The
House went into committee of the whole

on the

Naval Appropriationbill
A paragraphwas adopted to provide

the victims of the disaster atTehachapi,

on

the Southern Pacific railroad, goes to show
that the smash-up was the result of an
attempt to rob the train. The supposition
is that a gang of thieves let off the
brakes, and thus started a part of the
train on the down-grade, in order to
secure possession of the express-car.
Lena Zempirek, a Polish woman, residingat
Milwaukee, butcheredher three children—
all females— jiged 8 years 0 months, 1 year 8
months, and' 4 months resiieetivelv,By
"tabbing,mutilating the bodies, and disemboweling them. When asked what prompted
the deed, she replied: ‘‘I read it in the
book.” Her features are stamped with the
marks of insanity, and she was on the point
of hanging herself when discovered....
The Iron and steel works of Houston A Hays,
at Coshocton,Ohio, were completelydestroyed by Are, the loss being $80,000.
The two charges of murder against Frank
James, the outlaw, were withdrawn at Kansas City, and boil in the “Blue Cut” robbery
case was fixed at $8,500, and he will doubtless be able to secure bondsmen.

—

.

.

THE TABIFF QUESTION.

and Printing,died at Washingtonof paralysis of the heart

Cleveland baRe-ball team last season, and la

.

It is

GENERAL.
now stated by authority that

Senator David Davis and Miss A E. Barr will
in March be married at Fayetteville, N. C.

A Spirited Debate In the House
sentatives.
[Associated Press

logging-campnear

the northern

bound-

arv of Minnesota, and physicians have been
sent thither. Tho first sufferer from the
disease in Boston this year has been traced
by the Board of Health to Baltimore, and a

quarantine order has been issued dgainst
vessels from that port Sixty deaths are reported from Cabin creek, Indian Territory.

Fire in Chicago caused a

damage of
Hemy

$25,000 in tho wholesale grocery of

Horner

A

Co....

A

railway collision at

Winooski, Vt, caused an explosion of kerosene, which brought about the burning of
a storehousevalued with its contents at
$125.000.... Various

tenants in Hwect-

snoe factory at# Lynn, Mass.,
suffereda loss of $100,000 by fire.*..

ser’s

A fire at Danvers, Mass. , destroyedMartin A
Tapley’s shoe factory and three tenements,
causing a loss of $05,000, . .Masonic Hall and
three stores at Atlanta,Ga , were burned,
causing a loss of $05,000.
.

-

POLITICAL.
Bichard Coke, Democrat,lias been
re-electedUnited States Senator from Texas

by the unanimous vote of the Legislature. John E. Kenna, Democrat has
been elected Senator from West Virginia. and Senator Plumb, Republican,
has been re-electedfrom Kansas. The Legislaturesof Michigan,Minnesota and Nebraska again balloted for Senator without
result on Jan :ii The Republican caucus
of the' (.’oloradoLegislature balloted for
Senator without effecting a nomination

formed. Tne pending bill made a
Repre- conceded reduction of revenue to tho
amount
$20,000,000.He should

of

Report.!

be glad to

.have

$50,000,000

revenua If it were not for
maxim “Nil desporandum” he would

taken from the

*

of the. the old
despair of the passage of any tariff revision
bill, and when the gentlemanfrom Virginia
He said there was scarcelyan drilelo known contented himself with a running fire of
to the consumptionof the American people criticism on the bill instead of urging conwhich was not included within the taxation sideration of .the measure,he did not discharge that duty which he was so well able
schedule of the bill, either by name or with- to perform. He (Kasson)was for protection
in the extraordinaryclassificntioa The because he was for the maintenanceof two
whole purpose of the tariff, system seemed things, the independence of his country
from foreign control, and giving bread and
to have been perverted from its original obshelter and clothing to the poorer men of
ject until experts have been employed for the United States who depended upon their
tho purpose, not of findinghow tho revenue labor for their daily bread He could not accould be raised, but how revenue could be complish thesq objects if he allowed, by hia
prevented in the' interest of monopolists. action, the workshops of Europe to send to
this country its manufactureHe could nob
Referringto the Tariff Commission, Mr.
if we adopted a pure revenue standTucker said a number of its members ard, because when
he our manufactureswere
were gentlemen interested in perpetuat- forced either to perish or reduce the price of
ing this system, by which the consumer w'aa labor the bread was token from the mouths
taxed for the benefit of the monopolist. of working men. A million homes in the
Thp commission was a tribunal,the very United States were os anxious for such soluadvocatesat whose bar were Judges who tion of the pending legislation as if their ocsat on the bench. Their bill had gone to cupants lived in nalaces instead of hovels.
tho Committee on Ways and Moans, and two Congress could not afford to say it would
of the members had appeared before the pass no bill unless every item was agreeable
committee, and one of them very signally to every member. There never would be a
went back on the report of the commission, revisionof the tariff without some mutual
and the committee,subscribingto his views,
increased the duty on woolen goods. All ^MlSsou’s brief speech was greeted with
the committee had done was to increase applause.
duties, with very few exceptions, over the
commission bill Yes, except on sugar and
The Coining Age of Intuition.
tin
,
,
.Mr. Haskell— And wire rods and bar Iron
We hide our best selves, lest we be
and sundries.
not understood. Had we more faith in,
Mr. Tucker— Particularlysundries.
Mr. HaskeU-Verylarge reductionswere and less distrust of our fellows, we
mode by the committee from the commis- might often find a comrade in spirit,
Mr. Tucker, of Virginia, a

Ten deaths from small-pox occurred Ways
in a

of

statesmanship and patriotism had been per-

member

and Means Committee,took the floor.

plates.

sion

bUL

,

where now we gaze askance and disCommittee on consolate, cherishing our dumbness in

.

Mr. Tucker criticised the
Wavs and Means for coming into the House an agony of soul.
with a bill unpreparedto satisfy tho inquirEach soul as it comes in contact with
Thomas Delaney, who was night their unsuccessful balloting for Senator on ies of members and the demands of the others is cognizant of a feeling of atJan
24.
The
voting showed about the same
country to know what would be the effect
clerk of the ill-starred Newhall House, testitraction or repulsion; could we but
reported to the House, and the amend. nents
multiplicityof opinionsregarding the proper of the measure.
were adopted in bulk, except the one pro- fied that he could have awakened the men to send to Washington as the preceding . Mr. Kelley asked whether the gentle- realize that this subtle, yet potent, inviding that Chiefs of Bureaus shall receive guests on the north side of the hotel, hut ballots.
man ever saw a tariff bill the effect of fluence, that speaks to our inner conno additionalpay.
was engaged in business he considered of
A Washington correspondent is au- which upon the country could be foretold 8ciousness,is the witness that giveth tho
bv any
. ,
The House of Representatives passed the more importance ..... Charles Cobb, a desthority for the statement that a Georgia
‘Mr. Tucker thought the committee had soul’s true measurement of its environNaval Appropriationbill, Jan. 25, after re- icrado, shot and killed Hheriff Stone, near
shown itself inadequate to the task devolved ments, we would lean upon its council*
Jdell station, Kan. and an armed party from gentleman called on President Arthur, the
jectingan amendment to provide that chiefs
Winfield went to the scene of the tragedy other dav, to recommenda friend for an of- | upon it when it
«vetf 0 in all trustfulness, rather than upon
. of bureaus shall receive no additional pay
and hung Cobb to the nearest tree. .... fice in that State. During the- conversation | shrewd estimate of.tiieeffect of iteWR.
the admonition that comes from the inand adopting a clause to give Asa Week* George B. Judd, the oldest practicing law- he remarked to the President that the apMr.
tellect alone. But excessively worldly
man
on
behalf
o
$50,000 for the use of his torpedo inventioa yer In Wisconsin, died at Racine of pneumo- pointroenbofcolored men to office
in
the
of
the
minority
of
the
com
e
tin
Tributes to the memory of Senator Hill were nia.... With the thermometer marking 15 South did not help the Republican party in mittee could not give a shrewd estimate.
wisdom, based upon a narrow circle of
Mr. Tucker replied before the bill was re- so-called facts, tends to warn us continrf
offered by Messra Hammond, House, Hooker, degrees below zero the Rev. C. J. Delp bapreplied that he
that section. The President replie
Cox, when an adjournmentwas taken. The tized three persons In Mill creek, at Roches- had observed the same thing. A colored man ported from tho committee the minority
ually against our better selves. OruJday having been set opart by the Senate fox ter, Ind.
got an office and appointed white men members asked for delay in order to secure
reliable information from the Treasury intuitionis, I apprehend, our reason
services in honor of the late Senatoi
as deputies to run itf or him. The President
The unrecognizeddead victims of said he had about reached the conclusion Department That delay had not been ac- blossomed out, and too long has this
Hill,
Georgia,
motion of
Senator Brown, immediately after the the Newhall House disaster were laid at rest that in the future he would appoint but few corded them, and he confessed he had not higher power been subject to a lower;
reading of the journal, remarks eulogistic of at Milwaukee with appropriate ceremonies. colored men to office,and that he should be means at his disposalfor making estimates,
but he could show the estimate of the gen- too long has our ideal been snubbed by
the deceased were begun. At the conclu*
carefulin selecting the few to appoint only
tleman from Pennsylvaniawas utterly de- the so-called
•ion thereof the Senate adjourned, and the As befitted the solemn occasion, business
> ^
those whose character for ability and integRepublicans resumed their caucus on the was suspended. Religious services were rity was unquestioned.He was satisfied, he lusive.
The coming age is one of intuition.
Mr. Kelley asserted the bill had not been
tariff.Thirty Senators were in attendance. held in which clergymen of all denomina- said, that the appointment of colored men
Therein will woman assume something
After considerable discussion,the caucus tions took part— Protestant,Roman Catholic tended to keep white men of standing out reported to the House until the committee
had received all the information which the of her natural prerogative, reigning
adopted a resolutionproviding for the dis- and Jewish. Thousands of people assem- of the Republican party.
.enssion of the Tariff bill now pending in bled to pav the last tribute of respect, and
TreasuryDepartment could give.
queen among those who have styled
The Republican caucus of the Colothe Senate under the five-minute at least (i,‘000 followed tbe cortege to tbe
themselves her lord. Our poets, philMr. Tucker called attention to the fact
rule, and the pushing of it forward as early cemetery, where the charred remains of rado Legislature on Jan. 26 nominated the
osophers, seers and sages have each in
that the committee had not submitted an esas possible to a vote. The Democratic the victims were Interred in one grave
Horn T. M. Bowen for United States Senator timate in its report, and intimated it had not their turn been styled fools and maniBenators, to the number of twenty, also held The other night Frank James was permitted
a conference.The discussion was confined to attend the theater at Independence, oc- for the long term, but made no selection for done so because it regarded the estimate as acs, because, forsooth, their mental
unreliable. The minority of the committee
to the general policy to be pursued in regard cupying a box in company with Deputy the short period There was no change in
processes were not so cuifibersome as
did not propose any radical reform in the
to the pending Tariff bill No attempt was Marshal Holland, the keeper of the jail The the situation at the capitals of Michigan,
made to reach an agreement as to what ac next day, bv order of the Judge of the Crim- Minnesota and Nebraska, the various aspir- tariff system. They recognizedthe fact that of their fellows. But mankind
tkm should be taken touching any particular inal Court, Itfr. Holland was dismissed from ants maintaining about the same that under the protectivesystem industries will ever cultivate and cherish whatsofeature of the bill, or as to any amendments office by the County Marshal
.There is now relative strength they, i had shown hml grown up and capital had been invested ever is held in high asteem and valued
the preceding ballots. Judge in such forms it would uot only be wrong, most among their fellow-men.
to be offered. The general sentimentfa- before the Nebraska Legislaturea resolution
but bad statesmanship, for any one to at• voted a curtailment, as far as possible, of wnich has already passed the Legislaturesof Thomas Bowen, the new Colorado
Says Lewes : “Intuition is the clear
•peeoh-cnaking, and the avoidanceon the Kansas, Iowa, Colorado and Wyoming, ask- Senator, is a native of Iowa He Is about 40 tempt
break them down by
part of Democrats of filibusteringor pur- ing Congress to provide means of protection vears of age. When a youth he went to changing suddenly the protectivesys- vision of relations.” And again: “All
posely delaying the pdssage of the bill
againstthe introduction of contagiousdis- Ransas, and when not over 21 became the tem into a revenue-tariff system. All great discoveries were seen intuitively
commander of a Kansas regiment in the they had attempted to do, all they would
An adverse report was made in the eases among toe herds.
long before it was possible to exhibit
late war. The close of tho war found him attempt to do, was to diminish the enormA
little
more
than
a
year
ago
Geo.
Senate, Jan. 2C, <m the bill to increase the
in Arkansas. He became the Supreme Jus- ous profits of the manufacturingindustries the correctnesiof their ground or disCharles tice of that State. He was aftenvard appoint- of the country, which they derived from the entangle the involved data.” Wh*
pensions of one-armed and one-leggedsol- W. Traughber and his brother-in-law,
ed Governor of Idaho, but soon resigned tribute levieif on the consuming class. The therefore, these truths shall be fullw
diers. Mr. Platt introduced a bill to add $0 Myers, startedout to repeat on Illinois soil
He then went to New York, and in 1876 burdtyi of the consumer was double in its
per month each to all pensions of $24 or $3d the murderous exploitsof the Jameahrothaccepted in the lives of men ; when the f
The Committee on Agriculture reported in ers, for whom they professed a high degree located in Colorado and engaged in mining. character.He bore the burden of the tax intuitive faculties shall be trusted, honlevied on imports, but that was a burden
The Legislatureof Colorado elected
favor of holding a world’s centennial cotton of admiration, and whom they were desirwhich he bore cheerfully,as it went to sup- ored and valued, not only for their
exposition In 1881 Consideration of the ous of joining. They attempted, to pick a Thomas M. Bowen Senator for the full term
port his Government; out he also bore a beauty but for their utility, theij will they
• Tariff bill was resumed. The duty on flat
quarrel with a respectable farmer whom
burden which resultedfrom a system of probar iron was reduced to $18 per ton, and they met on toe road, and wound up a series and H. A. W. Tabor to^iU the Teller vacancy,
hibitory duties, which, by preventing im- be cultivated;and mothers will feel
on round or square bar iron to $20 of insults and abuse by shooting the inoffens- ending March 4, 1888.
portation,enhanced the price of the home honored in handing down to their sons
FOREIGN.
per ton. On iron or steel rails the ive man. The cowardly murderers were
articles. When the amount of diminution an inheritanceheretoforedespised;for,
rate was made eight-tenths of
captured, and some time ago Myers was conMatters political are not moving ot tax proposed by the bill was
cent per pound, and on tin plates 1 cent signed to the State’s prison for life. On Fri“like father like son,” is not half so true
measured, these two burdens must
In the House of Represantatlves.three mem- day, the 26th of January, Traughberpaid the smoothly in France, and a feeling of de*be taken into consideration,and it must be as “like mother like son.” And woman
bers presented petitions againstthe transfer lost penalty for his crime on a scaffold at cided uneasiness prevails.The Bourse has
of tho revenue marine, life-saving, marine Taylorvillc. He was only f 22 years already felt the effect of the unsettled con- fotmd not only how much the revenue from time immemorial has been sneered
was diminished, but also how much , ^ ^ i] logical, because of the superiorhospital,and signal service. A bill was re- old, and leaves a young wife and babe....
ported granting the right of way for a rail The Caldwell Block, at 0maha, burned, the dition of affairs,and a panic may occur at
it* of her intuition ; but the time £ near
any time. The ex-EmpressEugenie arrived
road through the Fort Smith military- reser fire breaking out in tno
tho wnoiesaie
wholesale urug
drug in Paris a few days ago, ostentatiouslyan- now at the duty of 515 per cent ; but the al hand when this item in the category
ration. The Tariff. bill was taken up in com
house of McMahon, Abert A Co. The propmittee of the whole, and Mr. Kelley declared erty in several stores was consumed, caus- nouncing that slie ignores the republic and pending bill proposed a duty equivalent to of heredity will be thought of parintends to display her sympathy with 82 per cent Under the present duty a reve- amount importance— at least, to the
it the best ever submitted to Congress,
ing a total loss of $125,000.
the cousin of her late husband.... nue was collected by the Govemment Un- cultivation of a certain variety of fan-'
was agreed that general debate on the mean
Several of the witnessesat the in- Paul Gustave Dore. the famous French art- der the proposed duty there would be no
are should close at 5o'clockin the afternoon
revenue, unu the effect would be gentlemen tailed pigeons!
ist, died in Paris, aged 51 years. He was
In the Senate, on Jan. 27, a petition quest on the bodies of tbe Newhall House burn in Htrusburg ReeenUy he has been would say they had relieved the South from
taxation by the hook of the treasury,while
It is said there is a large army of
was received from the councilor the Six No- victims concur in saying that the members engaged on illustrationsof Hhakspeare
by the crook of protection the burden of
of the fire department were “rattled” and Deaths from starvationhave occurred in ludestitute artists in New York.
tions of Indians, asking a recognitionof their
did not make sufficientefforts to wive the nisinurray Island, on the northwestern cotton ties would be doubled in the interinterest in certain lauds in Kansas. Some guests ____ The distilling linn of Mohr A coast of Ireland
est of monopolists.Passing into a diswork was done on the Tariff bill. The House Mohr, of Cincinnati,with liabilitiesamountcussion of the relationsexistingbeThe
ex-Empress
Eugenie
left
Paris
THE MARKETS.
spent the day in committeeof the whole on ing to $150,000, made an assignment
tween labor and tariff, ho asserted
the Tariff bill Mr. Blaqd criticbed the acfor London, after a, sojourn of two days, a the declaration that protection had any
THE SOUTH.
NEW YORK.
tion of the dominant party for its delay in
large crowd witnessing her departure and effect on the price of labor was Beeves ...........................
$ 6-50
8.80
bringing in the Tariff bill ami in attempting
a fallacy.So far from a high tariff being
Railroad men attempted to dry showing sympathy. President Gravy sent
Hoos.
................... C*1) @ 6.80
to choke the {lending measure through the
the cause of high wages, it was high wages cotton..! ........................ *10 @ -l"#
House and Senate without due considera- Hercules powder cartridgesat Pine Hill, Ky. her a private message, intimating that her that was the cause of protection. Mr. Flour— Superfine................ 8.45 64 3.85*
.O’Brition. It has been whispered around that, and an exploMou ensued, sending three men presence in Paris was not desirable.
Tucker then proceeded to discuss briefly Wheat-No. 1 White! ............ hU & 1.15
en, editor of United Ireland, has been elected
unless this Congress passed this or a
No. 2Kea ............... 1.15 (<5 1.1/
some of the more important changes of the
'tiftv feet in the air, and leaving nothing but Member of Parliament from Mallow, County
hnilnr bill, the Presidentwould call
Corn-No. ....................... <« & .72
bill, especiallycriticising the sugar schedthe’ four posts of the blacksmith shop standCork,
over
the
Govemment
candidate,
John
48 & .49
an extra session. That statementv as held
ule. The reductionof duty on refining Oath— No. .....
ing. ____ A flro at Washington, Ark., burned Natsh, by a majority of seventy-two
Poke— Mess ......................
18.75 (diio.OO
over*this Congress to prevent due considerasugars
was
at least 40 per cent, but the duty
stores valued, with their contents, at $50,- 'flie crew of a large schooner— seventeen in
Lard ..............................
-U
tion of the subject In reply to Mr. Kelley’s
on all sugars that went into consumption
00ft ____ Several business buildings at number— lost on the New Guinea coast,
CHICAGO.
question asking authority for the statement,
was
positively
prohibitory.
Such
legislation
Beeves— Good to Fancy Steers.. 6.40 64 8.35
Mr. Bland said ne had sden it stated in the Cochran, Ga, were burned, the loss were slaughteredbv the savage natives, was not only unjust,but viciouslyunjust, as
Cows and Heuers ...... 3.00 0 4.35
their heads being distributed among the
public press. Mr. Reagan said he heard it amounting to $4O,0U(X
it laid the whole agriculturalinterests under
Medium to Fair*...:...5.00 64 5.35
villages....
The
central
portion
of
Nicoleff,
from a Senator who had it from the PresiA nEgro wife-murderer named Ed Russia, was consumed, and some persons contributionto a few manufacturersof the HOOS .............................4.51 64 6.75
dent Mr. Kelley did not think the President Garrett was executed at Texarkana, Ark.
Flour— Fancy White Winter Ex. 5.25 (a)5.W
country.
perished in the flames.
Good to Choice Bpr'gEx. 4.75 (4 5.00
proposed to offer a bribe to the Democratic
At the conclusion of the speech Mr. TuckOn a plantationin Laurens county,
party to prevent legislationon tho subject
A Paris dispatch says the committee er received the hearty applause of his party Wheat— No. 2 Borina ............ 1X>1 <3 l.OI
No. 2 Red Winter ....... 1.02 (4 1.03
Mr. Bland opposed the bill, which he said 8. C., some negroes killed and ate a goose
ot the Chamber of Deputies dn the bill associates.
Corn-No. ....................... C8 & .69
meantdeath to the agriculturalinterestsof
Mr.
Kas-on,
of
Iowa,
regretted
that
the
the country. Mr. Converse concluded a which had been bitten by a mad dog. Five against the pretenders agreed upon a prop- House had determined to have any general Oath-No. ...................... .37 & .38
........................ 62 *9 63
long constitutionalargument with the of tho family have died and four others osition excluding from French territory, debate. He would have preferred to pro- Rye-No.
Barley— No. .................... 83 * .84
declaration, that though it was within the were in convulsions at the time of the last Algiers and the coloniesall tie members of
ceed to tho direct consideration of the de- Butter— Choice creamery ....... & .36
power of Congress to protectspecial indus- report
...................... 27 t<4 .28
families having reigned in France, depriving tails of tho bill, because every day’s delay
trles.it was not proper policy to lie followed.
Pork-Mcm ......................17.25 64tT.60
them
of
political
rights
as
citizens,
declaring
WASHINGTON.
was producing barm in the country and deMr. McKinley, a member of tbe Ways and
them ineligiblefor any office,and prevent- moralization of business. He defended the Lard ............................ .10)60
MILWAUKEE.
The House Agricultural Committee ing them from belongingto the anny. Tariff Commission against the criticismsof
Means Committee, recognized the general
1.02
demand for a revision of the tariff.A long at Washingtonhas agreed to report favora- The resolution of the committee further the gentlemanfrom Virginia (Tucker), Wheat— No. ................... l.Ot 0
.55
.54
^ (<*
and somewhat exciting discussion ensued
provides that transgressorsof the proposed which reminded him of fhe man who Corn— No. ........................37
0
.38
Oats— No. ................
bly a bill to create nine Commissionersto
. concerning Increased duties on cotton ties.
law shall be amenable to the correctional wanted no lawyer on the bench, be- Rye-No. ....................... JUS «« .69
The Marquis of Lome occupied a seat in the investigate the movement of productsto tribunals,and liable to from one to five cause it would not
.73 0 .74
possible Parley— No. .................
members' gallery of the House, with Speaker market, tho cost of their transportation to years’ Imprisonment, after which they shall for him to bo impartialin decisionsof points Pork— Mess .................... 17.26 017.601
Keifer. while Mr. McKinley spoke on the the carrier and the charge made to the ship- be again expelled. . .A Dublin dispatch says
.iomI .u)
........
of law. There were articlesin the bill, In Lard ...... ......
degradationof labor in England. An in- per.
st. Louis.
that Heoly refuses to give bail, and will go his opinion, on which duty was unduly im1.04 0 1.05
No. 2 Red... ....... ...
troduction to members followed,when the
The Grand Jury at Washington re- to prison.... Flotow, the famous German posed Duty was placed on some articles Wheat—
.49
Coen— Mixed. .........
49 0 .60
visitorwas conductedto the Senate chamcomposer, Is dead.
cn the basis of protection(ft more infirm en- Oats-No.
. R8 0
....................
•*( <£ .39
fused to indict William Dickson, foreman of
ber and presented to the leading Senators.
.60
0 .«1
A furious gale in England wrecked terprises, insteadof tho basis of the main- Rye ............................
the first star-route jury, for solicitinga
THE EAST.
tenance of the average interest throughout Pork— Mesa .....................17.00 017.25
houses
and
injured
shipping
on
the
coast
bribe.
.The annual dinner to the diplomatthe United States. If there be one poor lead Lard ........................... .11X0 .n*
CINCINNATL
Three coal trains, consisting of sixty- ic corps was given in grand style by Presi- A schooner foundered off- Yarmouth, and all mine and other rich ones, he did not think
Wheat-No. 2 Red. ............. 1.06 0 1.' 6
hands perished.
Congress ought to base its schedule on those
nine cars, on the George’s Creek and Cum- dent Arthur last week.
.63
Corn. .............
63 0 .55
0 .42
In Dublin, last week, there was great rates which would protect the poor enter- Oats. ....... ...........
berland railroad.West Virginia,while deThe President gave a brilliant dinner
prises and raise enormously the profits of Rye ............................. :S 0 .65
scending a grade ten miles from Cumber- to the Marquis of Lorne at Washington.Un- excitement over the trial of the allegedcon- greater sources of wealth. The gentleman
17.25 017.50
Pork— Mess .................
land, started down at a terrificpace, finally
.10X0 .10X
usual preparations were made for the event, spirators ebarged with the attempt to mur- from Virginia(Tucker) had styled the crea- Lard ............. ...........
jumping the track and falling down a steep
TOLEDO.
tion of competitive establishmentsas
hill about 100 feet in height Sev- and all the arrangementswere earned on on der Field. William Larnie, an Infonner, monopolies,wnen the .very creation of WHRAT-Na 2 Red ............ 1.04 0 1.05
eral persons were Instantly killed, and an elaborate scale. The East room and the who was a member of the Fenian Brother- those establishmentswas tb© destruc- Corn ........................... , .66 0 .66
in 1867, was the principal,witness.
.42 0 .43
several received mortal injuries..,. suite of state apartments were decorated hood
Oats— No. 2 ......... .....
The inquiry adjourned for a week after very tion of foreign monopoly. He was
DETROIT.
Spaulding’s block at Nashua, N. E, valued with miniature groves of palms, ferns and
willing
to
treat
the
world
with
charity.
He
damaging testimony had been given against
4.75 0 5.00
Flour .............. ...........
at $50,0.0, fell a prey to flames at midnight tropical plants, rising from mounds of moss
1.02 0 103
the prisoners.Formal notices were served on was willingto send shin cargoes of food to Wheat— Na 1 White .....
....CharlesDelano, formerlya member of placed in all the angles and recesses of the
.55 0 .56
rooms. The crystal, chandeliers were Davitt,Healy and Qainii that they must find the poor abroad, but when be stood to legis- Corn— No. 2.... ...............
Congress, died at Springfield,Mass.
.40
.41
wreathedin smilax, and the mantelpieces bail in a week or go to Kilmoinham jail ..... late, he would legislate for the United States OATs-Mixed........ ...........17.50 0
WlLKESDAKRE, Pa., was greatly ex- were banked with flowers and rare-foliage five men were arrested in Craughwell, Ire- of America, and not for the interest of or- Pork— Mess ........... ........ ” ^ 017.75
INDIANAPOLIS.
cited the other day by a small-kizedearth- plants. The Marine'1 Band was stationed land, on the charge of having murdered a
1.(2 0 1.03
Wheat-No. 2 Red ..........
man named Doherty in 1881. The prisoners
.49 0
Coen— No. .................
. .50
quake. The city Is practicallybuilt above in the vestibule, and played through the were taken to Galway. The arrests were
.mpose — ________
evening, the programme including English
OATs-Mixed.... .......
*37 & .38
States
produced
in
connection
with
foreign
a . ool-mine, and the trouble grew out of the
EAST
and American national airs. Among the made on the evidence of an informer. ....
a
adi LIBERTY, PA
sinking of some of the old workings No- •guests were the Chief Justice, the President The steamer Agnes Jack, a trading vessel countries,in order to offset the disadvant- Cattle— Best ..........
8*75 <f4 ioo
.......... 4.50 64 5.50
body was hurt, but much damage was done of the Senate and Speaker of the House, the bound from Sardinia to Swansea, Wales, was ages of the location of our industries,the
.......... 3.60
to buildings, sidewalksand streets, and chiefs of the army and naw, the historianwrecked near its destination, and the cost of raw material,and the cost of labor.
......... 6.50
more trouble is anticipated
Bancroft and the sculptor ‘Story.... CoL O. Captain and fcrew of twelve men were When that had been done, call it protection,
.......... 3.00
or call it tariff for revenue only, an act of
Charles Briody, who played in the H. Irish, Chief of the Bureau of Engravingdrowned.
for the completion of one of the double-turreted monitors, either in a navy-yard or on
proposals from ship-builders. The bill was
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ADDITIONAL NEWS.
money shall require for ite passage in the
HEROIC DEFENSE.
House a majority vote to be taken by yeas
and nays. Lost, less than two-thirds voting:
The fate of the proposed constitutherefor. A resolution to authorize the
Express Messenger’s Fight
committeesconsidering the Reiily-Jennison tional amendmentsin favor of prohibition
contest to send for persons and papers, em- and woman suffrage, which have been quite
with Nevada Bandits.
ploy a stenographer, etc., was adopted. A
a disturbing element in Indiana polities for
resolutionwas also adopted calling upon the two years past, was settled in the State
HOLIiASD
MICHIGAN.
Auditor General for a statement of the grow Senate on the 20th ult, which voted that
amount of salary and payments of all kinds they were not legally pending before this The Villains, Foiled In Their Designs,
make any attempt to defraud the company, ei- received by elected State officers during the Legislature,and could not be considered.
THE STATE CAPITOL
Hastily Retire.
ther before or after the loss— or if gunpowder or year 1882. The joint resolutionto submit to
The reason for this action is the fact that
articlessubject to legal restrictionshall bo a vote an amendment to the constitu- the resolutions incorporating the amendThe Senatorial Dead-lock—Time for the other
kept in quantitiesor manner different from
Long Beoeus— Whisky and Tobacco— First those allowed or prescribedby law— or if cam- tion providing for an increaso of the Gov- ments which passed last sessionare not set
ernors salary was tabled after debate.
... (Ogden [Utah Telegram.]
Law — Fire insurance — Fire Escapes — phene, benzine, naphtha or other chemicaloils The bill to amend marriage and divorce out in full in the House and Senate joumolh,
as provided by the constitutioa
or burningllidds shall be kept or used by the
The attempt to rob the Central Pacific
Notes.
laws
and
the
“black
laws,”
which
had
previinsured on the premises insured,except that
The Supreme Court last week rend- train at Montello,Nev., at 1 o’clock yester[From Our Own Correspondent]
what is known as refined petroleum, keroseneor ously passed the Senate, was received by the
House and refened to tho JudiciaryCom- ered a decisionin which it is held that the day morning, was one of the boldestventcool oil may be used for lighting.
Lanbino,
1883.
If the insured property shall be exposed to mittee. In joint convention one ballot was law of Alabama prohibiting miscegenation
ures ever mode, and was not a failure beThe Senatorial question Is tp-day as far loss or damage by fire, the Insured shall make
taken for Senator, with the following result:
is not in conflict with the Fourteenth cause the plans of the robbers miscarried.
all
reasonable exertionsto save' and protect the
from being solved as when the first joint conF
amendment to the constitution,or with the
On the contrary, their arrangementsfor carTention was held on the 17th instant Up to same*
In case of any loss or damage under this Willfts,
civil-rights legislation founded on it, for the
____ ,
date the Legislaturehas held eight joint conwlicy, a statementin writing, signed and sworn win,
reason that it applies the same punishment rying out their bold scheme were complete
o by the insured, shall be forthwith renderedto Joy, 1;.V. P. Collier, ; John T. Rich, 1: J. C.
to Ixith offenders, white and black, without The great mistake which they made was in
ventions and taken thirteenjoint ballot^,and
the company, setting forth the value of the Burrows, 4; Cutoheon,2; James McMillan, discrimination.
tackling a train which carried one of tho
there are more to follow. During the week property insured, the amount of the loss, the in- 1; Austin Blair, 1; H. M. Duffleld, L
A combination ministry lias been bravest men in the world With a less bravo
there have been no very material changes, terest of the insured therein, all other insurance
Bills were Introduced in the Senate as folthereon, in detail,the purpose for which and the
formed in France, all the old members re- and determined man to deal with the atlost of those that have been noticed being jersons py whom the buildingsinsured, or con- lows on Jan 24: By Mr. Taylor, amending
aining the property insured, was used, and the section 8,584, compiled laws, relatingto the taining their portfoliosexcept Duclero, Bil- tempt would have proved successful, for tho
.used by absentees who were paired. As
at which and manner in which the fire origlot and Jaurigulberry. Fallieres is Presi- attack was vigorous and persistent, and conmany will read this who do not have access time
inated, so far as known to the insured. The compensation of members of the State dent of the Council and Minister of Foreign tinued almost without intermission for
to the daily papers, we give herewith the company may also examine the books of account Board of Agriculture;by Mr. Austin amendAffairs ad interim.The Chamber of Depu- three hours, until the baffled villains with-*
vote of the week, summed up in the follow- and vouchersof the insured, and make extracts ing section6,875, compiled laws, relating to
ties, on the 2Dth ult, debatd at some length drew from the scene, leaving the herolo
ing table, one vote having been taken on from the same.
courts held by Justicesof the Peace; also,
the bill aimed at pretenders to the throne. Ross wounded hi it victorious. To him alone
In
case
of
anv
loss
or
damage
the
company,
Tuesday,two on Wednesday, two on Thursamending section 0,4811, compiled laws, rewithin sixty (lavs after the insuredshall have lating to garnishment in Justices’ courts; The Prefect of Police having refused to give is due the credit of having saved the exday and one on Friday:
the Municipal Council informationabout press-oarand the entire tram.
submitteda statement,as provided in the preamending the act incorporatingGrosso alleged monarohist plots, tho Council voted
Mr. Ross has been in the employ of Wells,
ceding clause, shall either pay the amount for
H
which it shall be liable or replace the property Pointe; by Mr. Buttars, making an appropri- to suppress the prefecture. Count De Cham- Fargo A Co. over sixteen years, and this la
Wed- Thurswith other of the same kind and goodness— or It ation for the Board of Fish Commissioner b; bord’s organ confesses that a mon- the third unsuccessful attempt which has
nenday. day.
may, within fifteendays after such statementis also, joint resolution for the relief of archist conspiracy exists....
Lon- been made to rob the treasure under his
f
1
submitted, notify the insured of its intention to Robert Hood, of Charlevoix county. Passed:
dispatch
a charga Eleven yean) ago, while holding
I
1st. 2d. 1st. 2d.
rebnildor repair the premises,or any portion House joint resolution No. 1, asking Convessel, supposed to be the steamer Black his shotgun on the treasure coach of the
thereof separatelyinsured by this policy, and
gressmen from Michigan to vote against tho Watch, sunk off Mumhleshead, Wales. Montana line, he was held up by a band of
Thomas W. Ferry..
shall thereupon enter upon said premises and
repeal of the tax on whisky and tobacco; Twenty-sixpersons were drowned.... Iron road agents,hut killed severaland got away
Byron G. Stout .....
proceed to rebuild or repair the same with reaBenton Uanchett...
sonable expedition.It is moreover understood Senate hill No. U, amending section II, act huts Have arrived at Dublin foi the pro- from uie rest of the crowd. This last atByron M. Cutchcon.
that there can be no abandonmentof the prop- 184, of 1888, relative to the Police Court of tection of the informer Kerrigan, in the tempt has seldom been equaled anywhere
Julius C. Burrows..
Joyce case, and the informers in the Huddys for the bravery and persistence of the roberty insured to the company, and that the com- Detroit The hill amending the charter of
Edwin WUlitts .....
bers and the stubbornness of the defense.
pany shall not in any case be liable for more Detroit introduced by Mr. Greusel, was fa- case.
Edward 8. Lacey
than the sum insured, with interest thereon vorably reported upon and ordered printed.
Ross stated that the point selected by
Five colored men were recently theMr.
Thomas W. Palmer.
from the time when the loss shall become pay- In the* House, petitions wTere presented to
robbers for their operations was one of
Ji
fames F. Joy
able, as above provided.
on the line of the desert
incorporate theovUlage of Essex, Bay coun- drowned near Savannah, Ga, while attempt- the loneliest places on
F. B. Btockbridge.
If there shall be any other Insuranceon the
region in Nevada, in a sagebrush desert, tha
ing to cross the Ogeechee river.
ty, and remonstrating against furtherapproJohn T. Rich
property insured, whether prior or subsequent,
priationsfor the hatching of white-fish.Bills
Henry M. Dutiield..
John Gilbert, tho actor, who escaped center of a section sixty miles in length,
the insured shall recover on this policy no greatwhere there is no night telegraph statioa
15 15
introduced: To punish frauds upon Inn and
Perry Hannah
er proportion of the loss sustained than the sum
from the Newhall House fire, was told the “The San Francisco and Ogden express trains
Austin Blair.;
hereby insured bears to the whole amount in-, eating-housekeepers; to amend section
James McMillan....
sured thereon.And whenever the company 5,1)76, compiled laws of 1871, relative to other day of his wife’s fate, and his mental pass at 1:85 o’clock a m., at Tecoma, ten
Henry P. Baldwin..
slmll pav anv loss, the assured shall assign to it,
making the actionsof trespassand of tres- suffering at the news was picturedin hti mUes east of Montello. WeleftToano.westof
Victory P. Collier...
to the extent of the amount so paid, all rights to
pass on the case transitoryin certain cases. face. He sat immovable for a while, and Montello, on time, our train being in oharga
Rice A. Beal...,
recover satisfactionfor the loss or damage from Bills passed; House bill No. 48, to authorize
of ConductorCassia I cheeked the waythen his frame shook with emotion, but latei
Henry M. Loud .....
any person, town or other corporation, exceptthe City of Ypsilanti to build a bridge over he said he would have to “grin and bear it” bills received at that station, laid down and
Geo. V. N. Lathrop.
ing other insorers: or the Insured, if .requested,
went to sleep. The next thing which I was
Moreau 8. Crosby...
shall prosecute therefor at the charge and for the Hudson river; House bill No. 20, to
The Supreme Court of Vermont has aware of was a rap at the car door, as it an
amend
section
22
of
the
Mining
Corporations
the account of the company.
agent had called, and, supposingthe train
Total ............ I 11511 128 127 i 1291 127
If tills policy shall be made payable to a act, approved May 11, 1877. Two ballots discharged three persons serving long senwas at Tecoma, I got up and looked ont,
____
_____
morteagee
of tn,e insured real estate,no act or were taken by the Legislature, in joint tences, Imposed by Justice Courts, for sellwhen a man pointed a gun at me and said:
As all factions announce their determina- default of any person other than such mortgagee session, for Senator. First ballot: Stout,
ing liquor, on the ground that the* liquoi
“ ‘Hop out, we are going through you.*
tion to “stick" ha positivelyas they.did two
or his agents, or those claiming under him, shall 4U; Ferry, 48; H. M. Duffleld,8; Hanchett, 5;
“I Jumped back and pulled the door to and
weeks ago, no one can even guess when the affect such mortgagee’sriirht to recover in case Willits, 4; Burrows, 4; Hannah, Cutoheon, law was unconstitutional when it allowed
Michigan Senatorial dead -lock will be of loss on .such real estate; provided, that the Lacev, 2each; and Btockbridge, Beal, Rich such commitment, not giving the accused hooked it They went over to the opposite
the right of appeal ....Fires in New York side and
raoheageh shall, on demand, pay according to
.
brokenj . » *
the established scale of rates for any increase of and Elair, each 1. Second ballot: Ferry, 48: swept away Hazelton Brothers’ piano fac" ‘Open up the doors and Jump out We
THE LONQ RECEK8.
Stout, 48; Duffleld, 11; Willits and Burrows, 4 tory, valued at •110, 0U0, and Behr Brothers
risks
not
paid
for by the insured; and whenever
are going to rob the train.’
The time for the long recess, when the difthis company shall be liable to the mortgagee each; Cutoheon, Hanchett, Lacey, Hannah, 2; piano factory, worth |75,U0U
“Irepfled: ‘Just wait till I get my boot*
ferent committeestravel over the State and
for any sum for loss under this jiolicy, for which Stockbridge, Rich and Henry M. Loud, 1 each.
Tha Senate spent ten hours upon thf on.’
take in the needs and conditions of the sev- no liability exists as to the mortgagor,or owner,
The Governor has sent to the Senate the
“ ‘Never mind your boots. Hop right out
eral State institutions, has arrived,and the and this company shall elect by itself, or with
following nominations:Henry Starkey, to Tariff hill, at its session on the 20th ult
members are considering the question of others, to pay the mortgagee the full amount be member of the Detroit Commission, vice On motion of Mr. Allison, the rate on steel here, and we will get through with you, and
then you can get your boots on.’
taking such recess (usually for ten days) secured by such mortgage,then the mortgagee A. C. McGraw, resigned; CoL E. JL Thomnot specially enumerated was changed from
“Again the men outside said: ‘Open up,
Borne time next week, whether the Senator shall assign to the companies interested, ui>on
such payment, the said mortgage,together with son, of Flint, to be member of the Board of 3 cents per pound to 80 per cent ad or we will burn you out and murder you.’
is elected or not Until the recess is taken,
Control of Railroads, vice B. M. Cutoheon,
“I then got in position and shot through
valorem. The duty on nickel bi ore
hut very little legislation will he attempted, the note and debt thereby secured.
This poliev may l>c canceled at any time al resigned,apd Martin V. B. Merwin, of J ack- or othei crude form was
reduced the side of the oar. Nothing was done for a
and, unless it is taken soon, the fifty days
the request of the insured, who shall thereupon son, on the same board, vice John H. Jones, from 20 cento per pound to 15 cento. few minutes, until one of the robbers asked:
for the introduction of bills will pass before be entitled to a return of the portion of th®
resigned.
The paragraph embracing zinc, spelter, tu“ ‘Ain’t you going to open up the door and
the Legislativewheels are fairly in motion above premium remaining, after deductingthe
The following hills were presented in the tenegue, etc., being reached, Mr. Vestde- comeoufcr
To-dav is the twenty-fifth since the session customarv monthly short rates for the time this
“I told them I was not coming out Anbegan so the time is now half expired. policy shall have »>een In force. The company Senate, Jaar,25: By Mr. Man waring, to clared that, while he believed in n tariff for
Many claim to doubt the powers of the two also reserves the right, after giving written no- amend the Highway,PrivateRoad and Bridge revenue, he also believedthat the protection other demand was made for me to ‘hop
incidentalto every tariff should he given to out.’ I made no reply to that They then
houses to take the proposed recess, from tice to the insured,and to any mortgagee to
Feb. 2 to 18, while the Senatorialquestion is whom this policy is made payable, and tender- act of 1881 ; bv Mr. Romeyn, to repeal section infant industries. This he regarded os good stationed one man at each corner of the oar
unsettled,hut the fact that they did take a ing to the insured a ratable proportionof the 8 of the act relative to juries in courts of Democratic doctrine Mr. Conger welcomed between me and the baggage-oar, and flva
premium, to cancel this policy as to all risks record in Detroit and Wayne county, being Mr. Vest to the ranks of the protectionists. shots were fired simultaneouslyfrom
recess from Saturday of last week po Tuessubsequentto the expirationof ten days from
day of this, arid have again taken a recess inch notice,and no mortgagee shall then have act of 160 of 1881; by Mr. Greusel, to provide Mr. Bayard regretted Mr. Vest’s avowal that different quarters, all ranging toward
for a Board of Poor Commissioners in \N ayne he would be influenced by local considera- tho center ol my car. Those were the shots
from Frldav of this to Tuesday of next, is the right to recover as to such risks.
countv, and fix their powers and pay; by tions in dealing with the tariff question.If that struck me— one on a finger, one
proof that they can if they choose.
Mr. Fitebee,to amend section 1, act 108, ses- generally entertained it would be absolutely on the hip, and one Just below
In case any difference of opinion shall^ arise ^as
WHISKY AND TOBACCO
hlonlawsof 1877, relating to the dog tux fatal to* all attempts to reform the tariff. tho breast, near the watoh-pocket They
re neither necessaries nor luxuries in the
mutually™ gm-d that the said loss shall be re- and payment of damages for sheep killed The House discussed the Tariff hill all day, in then got up on the end of the car to
_rue sense of the word, and the fact that
ferred to three disinterested men, the company
both houses passed this w’cek a joint reso- and the insured each choosing one out of three Senate’ bill No. 10, for the appointmentof committee of the whole. When the section uncouplethe train, whereupon I fired two
foreclosures, was was reached which provides that « duty shall shots through the end of the car. At this
,
lution “requesting our Senators and Repre- persons to be named by the other, and the tirird receiversin chancery
sentatives in Congress to vote against the being selected bv the two so chosen, provided passed In the House the following hills he paid upon reimportations of articles sub- time they heard No. 2, the west bound exremoval of the internal-revenue tax upon that neither party shall be required to choose were passed: House hill No. 8, to protoct ject to internal-revenuetax an amount equal press-train, coming. They hacked our train
and sent two
and preserve 8>ate ditches; Senate hill No. to that tax, an attempt was made by the
or accept any person who has served as a referee
intoxicatingliquors a d tobacco, or either,
shows that our law-makers at least feel in any like case within four months; and the <». appropriating money for the care of the friends ^if the Bonded Spirits hill, through men'ftownlhoroad to*meeTl&o. a Whonll
that those who must or will have such use- decision of a majority of said referees In writing Soldiers’ and Sailors’Monument; House Mr. Thompson, of Kentucky,to bring in an eame up I heard Conductor Clement ask Gasshall be final and bindingon the parties.
hill No. 0,. regulatingthe placing of amendment embracing the substantialfeat- sin: Wnat are you doing here? I want to
less articles should help to pay the national
No suit or action against this company for the
nets and fishing apparatus in the ures of that hill It was ruled out on a point speak to you.’ The robbers aimed their
debt thereby.
recovery of any claim by virtue of this policy
Saginaw river. Bills were introducedas of order, hut there was a lively discussion guns at Clement's head and told him to pull
THE FIRST LAW,
shall be sustaiifedin any court of law or equity
made so by the signatureof Josiah W. In this State unless commenced within two follows: By Air. Wright, repealing act 102 of upon it. participated in by Messm Thomp- out, and he did."
son Blackburn, Buttorworth and Reed.
The nearest telegraph station was thirty
1877, for preventinghorse stealing; by Mr
Begole, was one to change the name of a years from the time the fire occurred.
Mr. Blackburnsubmitted to the House that miles The robbers then compelled tho
young man, and accompanyingthe notice of
FIRE ESCAPES.
brakeman to uncouple the express, move It
approval was a message to the House (in
Another subject of still greater importJUO forward,and forced the engineer to run
which the bill originated) that he disap- nnce to the general public tna
than the preser- guardians; by Mr. Dodge, repealing
^r°cent"over its actual value, It was not ahead, and back down to wreck the express
proved of that sort of legislation, and that vation of their property is the preservation of the laws of 1881, in referenceto suits
only fair but wise to treat the whisky inter- car, which was attempted three times withagainst
insurance
companies;
by
Mr.
How’ he should sign no more hills of that charof their Uvea In view of the terrible
acter. A law upon our statute hook makes calamities that have so recently and fre- ell, amending act 147 of toe laws of 1881, rel- est with common decency. He was opposed out success, the holes in the doors being
to abolishingtho tax on whisky and tobacco, guarded by the stubborn messenger. Sevit possible for anv one (for good cause) to quently visited our country, stringentlaws ative to the management of insane asylums;
but he would deal fairly^rith the dealers In eral attempts to burn the car were unsucbv
Mr.
Palmr,
amending
section
5,481,
relahave their name changed by the Probate upon toe subject of fire-escapesat hotels
those commoditiesand enable them to pay cessful owing to the scarcity of wood, and,
tive
to
yirocess
from
Justices’
courts;
by
Mr.
Judge of their countv, at an expense of only and other public places may be looked for
their tax. He would have free salt, free after renewed attempts to kill him through
about #8, and the Governor thinks that’s from this Legislature,as well as from Wis- W’oodmff, to provide a penalty for obtaining
sugar,- free tea and free coffee instead or the doors, they mounted their horses and
the way to bring about such changes here- consin and other States that have suffered money, railroadtickets or transportationby
free coffee only.
rode away.
__
false
pretenses;
by
Mr.
Dodge,
for
the
conafter.
more directly than Michigan. Two or three
• FIRE INSURANCE.
struction
of
fire
escapes
in
buildings:
hills are under consideration here, hut one
Distance Lends Enchantment.
This Is a subject that, in view of the terri- similar to one now pending in Wisconsin, bv Mr. Bishop, amending the act of
How a TroubadourWas Tricked.
ble fires that have visited our larger cities providing for a rope ladder from even- room 1800, for the formation of companies
Rut suppose your neighbor, or sevSome of the most celebrated singers
jand villages during the past few years, is above the first fioor in all hotels, seems to to improve the navigation of rivers.
eral of your neighbors,did go to Eu•hound to occupy quite a space in the legis- more nearly cover the ground of safety than The amendment to rule 71, requiring all in Arabia sing only for ladies, and will
lationofthc present session. It will be remeasures involving an expenditure of mon- not perform unless they are aware that rope last summer, what did they see?
any other.
membered that in 1*81 a law was passed proWell, eight out of ten of them saw
ey to be adopted by a majority of the raemNOTES.
their efforts are not being merely
viding for the appointmentby the Governor
Up to this'' writing there have been intro- bers-elect,the vote to be by yeas and nays,
just dirt piled up in differentprojiorof a person who with the Attorney General duced in the House 124 hills and three joint was lost Both houses made another un- thrown away on mankind. Of course
tions, and water ill larger or' smaller
and Commissionerof Insuranceshould con- resolutions,and in the Senate fifty-six hills successfulattempt, in joint convention, to Moslem women can never ho present,
quantities, and set indifferent places,
gtitute a State board to be known as the and three joint resolutions.
elect a Senator. The first ballot gave Terry
but they can and do throng adjacent
‘Insurance Policy Commission,”whose duty
and more trees, and of a different sort,
The Reiily-Jennison Judgeship contest is 40, Stout 4«, Hannah 15, Hanchett 9, Willits
terraces, courts and windows. An
it should be to prepare a standard form for
and always, always the some animal,
attractinglegal f&lent from all parts of the 7. Two less votes were cast on the second
all fire insurance‘ policies
State, and has occupied much of the time ballot, Ferry, Willits and Hannah remaining amusing trick was once played on one more or less wise, or -stupid,or conbe hereafter used in this State,
of the Joint Committee on the Judiciary for the same, and Hanchett losing one, Shaw, a of these artists who was never known
ceited— the human one meets in travel
commission, composed of Ben Vernor, toe week. Mr. Reilly seeks for a recount of Ferry man, being paired with Shoemaker,a
to exert himself for males only. Whenof Detroit, with the two officers named the votes cast for Circuit Judge in Wayne Democrat
varies far less than the inanimate obever he was invited out all the neigh(Attorney General Van Riper and Commision- county last November, and asks the Legisjects with which he comes in contactA bill legalizing the assessment roll of St
er Row)have submitted their report,and \our lature to order it It is possible, hut hardly
boring posts of vantage were quickly just eight of ten saw this, and nothing
Charles
passed
toe
Senate
Jan.
26.
Senator
readers, all of whom are more or less interest- probable, that his prayer will he answered.
occupied,and if he percievedthat there
ed in insurancepolicies, may be interested
White introduced a bill to take Benzie coun,
were ladies among, his outside hearers
in reading it, as follows:
Yet on one of the most heavenly of
tyaout of the Ninth and put it in toe Twenhe always surpassed himself. On the
MICHIOANSTANDARD POLICY.
Legislative Proceedings.
these days, take almost any one driving
ty-eighth Judicial District In the House, a
day in question, however, it was rainNo.—
with these cheap pleasures unfolded be-Insnrance
Company
TheTh. following bUls were
ing, and every one was obliged to stay
of thefore him, and how tamely he expresses
indoors instead of spreading the guest
This company shall not be liable beyond the Senate on Jan. 23: To amend the act re- a chance to register in the evening. A bill
of the carpets in the court. The tenor was his admiration!
actual value of the insured property at the time lating to mining companies and their in-, was read to allow Superintendents
Place that same bit of sky, and gold,
any loss or damage
.
corporation; to provide a new charter for Poor to apprentice children In their charge. obstinately silent, and evidently very
In consideration of
dollars,to them paid
Mr. Devlin offered a bill to amend the Conand crimson and purple splendor of foby the Insured, hereinafternamed, the receipt the city of Detroit; to repeal the horse stealspiracy law, so as not to restrict or limit the sulky. At length one of his friends, who liage, \rith the dreamy background, in—
whereof is hereby acknowledged,do insure — - ing act. No 102, session laws, 1877; to apright of any one to persuade or influence knew his idiosyncrasy, went out of the
against loss or damage by tire to the amount ol propriate property and open streets and
employes of incorporations, firms or in- room, and enveloping a broomhandle for instance, Italy, and listen to his rap.
alleys in Detroit The Joint resolution retmcH.— Hetty A. MorrUon, in Indianr
questing Michigan Congressmen to vote dividuals to refuse to work, patronize or with a white veil and tzar placed it in a
Bills of exchange,notes, accounts, evidences
have dealings with any corporaapolis Herald.
againstthe removal of internal revenue tax
and securitiesof proiierty of every kind, books.
tions, firms, v etc. Bills were also neighboring window. Returning to the
^wearing apparel, plate, money, jewels, medals, on liquors and tobaccos was amended bv introduced as follows:' Making an npprmiri singer’s side he jogged his elbow, and
A Cruel) Cruel World.
L patterns,models, scientific cabinets and col- striking out “and tobaccos” and tabled ation
ot.nn for
fnr and fixing
fixinuthe
the salary of the Auditoi
AucUtor pointed out to him that a beautiful
^lections, paintings, sculpture and curiosities ar® The hill to confer authority on electorsor
John
Stuart Mill wrotp a book, chargGeneral; to amend section 8, act 11, laws of
nott included in said insured property, unless municipalitiesto prohibit thereof liquora
• .ersons from woman was watching him and waiting ing nature with all manner of cruelties.
was ordered to he
tie printed ana
and re-rcieneu
re-referredto
w isn-togroyany pCTson^ OTgemns^rom
specially mentioned.
to hear his voice. He brightend up at Sentient life in every department was
Bald propertyis insured for the term of -the Committee on Liquor Traffic. The conbeginningok the
day of -.in the year current resolution ordering an Investiga- the business of railroad companies or other once, and sang for hoqrs, with many a susceptible of exquisite suffering, th&
corporationsor firms; making appropna- aide glance at the mysterious lady.
one thousand eight hundred and eighty at
tion of the charges against the management
great bulk of human beings were murnoon, and continuing until the -‘-— day of
tions for overdraftsmade at the Ionia
When the party broke up, the inventor dered, that is, they were poisoned by
in the v.*nr one ‘hnnsand elirht hundred of the Fish Commission,by a comHouse of Correction. A joint resolution to
five, was adopted In inquire into the ad vl sablllt^Of JMtohHshing of the trick brought in his dummy, and
and eighty
at noon, against all loss or mittee
malaria or fever, or some defective ordamage by fire, originating from any cause ex- the House, petitions were presented
presepted it to the singer, saying: “Be- gan killed the whole organism; so that
‘ «ept invasion, foreign enemies, civil commotions, from citizens of Cass county, asking that tho
vote, which showed a strong sentiment hold, my uncle, the maiden to whom
riots, or any military ot usnrped power whatoffices of Commissioner of Railroads Fish
not five per cent, of the human race die
ever; the amount of said loss or damage to be Commissionerand others be abolished;for
you have been singing.” It may ho what is called a natural death. Then
estimatedaccording to the actual value of the amendments to the drain laws-.for the subimagined that his mortificationwas for there are eartlflpiakes,storms at sea,
insuredproperty at the time when such loss or mission of a prohibitoryamendment and for
damage happens, but not to include loss or instruction in schools as to the effects of laws of 1881, relative to the care and protec- long kept alive by the most unmerciful cyclones, and other natural disasters
damage caused by explosions of any kind unless
tion of insane persons, and to amend act 78, mockery when the story got abroad.
which kill and maim their thousands
flrf*
and then
then to include that caused by alcohol; for woman suffrage on tiie
fire
ensues, gnd
liquor license questioa Bills were In- laws of 1881, authorizing suit to be brought Philadelphia Chronicle.
evory year. Nature is red in tooth and
against
insurance
companies
in
the
Circuit
"ball
t«t troduced to protect railroad employes and
Court in counties where they are authorized
claw. * Then, in the human world, see
or circumstancestated inVri ting has not been othei s at switches and crossings;to authorto do business. One ballot was taken for Sen“What did you think of my train of what tragedies take place; the wars
lair v repr^n ted hy the insured-or if the in
iao the appointmentof a Probate Registerin
ator, resultingas foliows: Jemr,
sured now has or shall hereafter make jny other Allegan county; to amend section 7, ooo,
thought?” asked a lecturer of a sup- and pestilences,and then the crimes
compUed laws of 1874, relative to offenses 44; Hannah, 18; Hanchett, b; Willits,* posed friend. “I thought it lacked only which are committed. — DemoresC*
Both houses adjourned to Jan. 30.
against property;to amend the Swamp
one thing,” replied the supposed fnend. Monthly^
Drainage law and County and Township
u
Drain laws; to provide for the completion of
Health journals say that to retain a “All!” responded the delightful lecThe whole number of letters mailed
certaincounty drains; to prevent malicious sound constitution, a man must lie on turer, “what was that?” “A sleepingin
this country during the year 1880
annoyance by writing; to amend act^&u,
car,” was the answer. — Exchange
1,053,252,876,or an average of
laws of 1881, relating to the the right side. Yes, but what is the
right side? Every lawyer, preacher and
or consentof the inmwed.he
A
Kentucky
fanner lost four daugh- twenty-one to each man, woman
editor in the country thinks the side he
child in the country.
ause an increase of sucn-nsKs,
^ tocause
ters in one day-by marriage.
is lying on is the right one.
If the premises hereby Insured shall become vacant by the removal* of the
owner or occupant, and so remain vacant
for more than thirty days -withoutsuch assent,
or if It be a manufacturing establishmentrunning in whole or part extra ^tlmo^except that
such establishment
extra hours not later than nine o'clock p. m., or
.'Derations.
f<
if such establishment
shall cease opera
more than thirty pays without permission^in
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HOLLAND CIT7 NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

[ornouL.]

CORRESPONDENCE.

Common Council

Zeeland.

ROGERS, Editor.

Saturday, February

3,

1883.

In special
session pursuantto a call from the Mayor.
Members present: Mayor Beach, Aidermen Harrington,Beukema, Winter, Kramer, Kulte and the ClerkThe reading of the minutes were dispensed with and regular order of business
suspended.
The Msyor stated that the meeting was
called to take Into considerationthe ex-

OEZOAOOJlWlSTltZC&.&’j.

last Saturday, that

so badly
amputation waa

necessary. Dr. T. G. Huizinga attended.

the (ollowiof articlefrom the

At a meeting of the members of the

*

First Reformed Church of Zeeland, held

Muikegon Newt and Report*:
“Aa soon u the weather will permit • on

Thursday afternoon, the following

last

made:

"trio** was

large building will be erected Id the vlcio-

the Car Worka for a wheel factory,
where the company will manufacture their
own bar wheels, instead of importing
them from Foh Wayne and other places
as now. This new institution will be an
important auxiliary to the Car Works, and
will giro employment to a large number
of mechanics. Besides car wheels, the
Car and Engine Works, will shortly be*
gin building locomotiTes, which will be
one of the most importantand profitable
ity of

E.

Rev.

Pella, Iowa; Rev. Jfcob

Winter, of

Van

DEALER

and Rev. J. Kremer, of

I

Cures Scrotal*, Erysipelas,

j

Pimples and Face

Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tet-

On Motion of AM. Harrington,
Friesland.
Resolved. That Aid. Kramer and the
Fruit lo this locality Is, as yet, not inClerk be appointed to examine Into the
jured by the recent cold snap.
acconnta of the Treasurer and ascertain
Thera is plenty of snow In and around what amount of taxes remain unpaid.—
industriesyet introduced Into Muskegon.
LocomotiTes are now nearly all built in our little berg,i>ut our farmers keep on Carried. '
Council Adjourned.
ble tenacity.

Scald Head, Bores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dissiness,
Loss ot Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and General Debility.

Brief Mention.

Haven.

Mr. John Meengs and Miss

life.

at the

Two of

was a

CLOSING out

Mus-

out

al

days

last

secure the location of the

briskly, bat

sever-

now

all out

last

REPJURING AT LOWEST PRICES.

HATS and CAPS,

Now

TUIBOn WPS

6

i CHARTS

Clndnnatt, (X, V.Y.City, .
miWsiarim.Ill. Oasis, wo.

supportingin whole

ly lived in this place,

ED. VER
Van Putten &

EC.

SC BURE, Supt.
Sons’ store.

BOOITH,

re-

moved with her parehts to Wexford counwatches over small boys, otherwise the ty. That accounts Us his absence and
reticence. *
slaughter among the "please Mister may I
Venture.
have a ride” innocents, by hones’ hoofs,
indeed a guardianapgel that

___

people are alwaTi oa the lookont
for changes to Increase their
earninga, and In time become
wealthy: those who do not 1m

WISE

iprore their opportunitiesreaula In poverty. We ofer a
icy. We

I

Maine.

in

the city.

wise thing in passing the ordinance,

they now have under consideration,prohib-

the boys from indulging in

iting

farm

this

Is

ice In Lake Michigan

aa far aa the eye can reach,

dangerous psstlme.

rumor tayt the

lake is frozen over for fifteen miles.
v Religious services for to-morrow:

First Reformed

1

Church, (Chspel)—
A DiUaax.

9:30 a. m., and 2 p. m.

A few days since the wife of a popular
drummer presented him with three bablee.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at
10:80 a. m., and7:80p.

Sunday School

m.

Preaching by

In his family there

Thomas Walker Jones.

the Pastor, Rev.
at

cherub of

11:45. Weekly prayer

meeting,Thursday

at 7:80 p.

m.

All are

Rebounds.
for a

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
,

p. m

meeting, Thursday at 7:80

Ml

a little ilx-year-old

and when she was taken

knew

PURIFY THE

ACT AS A

HEM

few moments, she looked up at her
:

CORRECTOR

Rev. K. Bos,

Pastor.— Services at 9410

a. m., and 2 p.

m. Morning Installation.

"Papa, don’t you think this Is a
much of a good thing?”

.^Holland Christian Ref. Church-Services nt 9:80 a. m., 9, and 740 p. as. The
servioea will be conducted by Prof. G. E.

littia

1 ly

BOONE.
IS-tf

2

all

. Write for them

and

get full particulars.

J. B.

SIMPSON MEDICINE

1882.

^MfaU1”
1

CO.,

Buffalo,

Boldin Holland br D. B. Manus

sent free, with fall
M cenU a package,er
Sold by ah Dru;
igee for $5.00. Will be sent free by

.

N.Y. A Core

51-ly.

Guaranteed. __
Sold In Bollandby D. B.

Meenge.

^
T:

FALL AND WINTER. 1883.

T.

MILLINERY AND
Ladies’ Fumishing Goods.

delight at their infantilegrimaces. All at

her bright
moment lost in

once

a look of trouble croaied

face,

and she stood

for jt

reflection.
"Whet

5*omach,e

Gloves, Collars, Laces,

vriM.ssrto.nMaM«,fi.
SM«s»BriitoMyAiiMM.

,

is the milter, darling,” askfcd

A week made
home by the
dustrious.
businessnow
*70}.:public.
at

Beet

fore the

uOb, mammel” she cried, "how can you

SfZs*
W

We

inbeCapital not need-

will start you. Men.

women, boys and drle wanted

OTorvi
everywhere
to work for aa. Now
the time. Too can work In spare time, or give
one of them with a bottle,won’t youf’
your whole time to the buelnesa. No other business will pay you nearly aa well. No one can fail
roar of the father drowned the to make UMV.U.UU.
enormoua pay,
ymj, by
UJ engaging
Ci>KB*IUK «at once.
and terms
tefma free. Money ma
made fast,
reply, and he hurried down town Costly outfit and
I easily, and honorably. Address TftUE & <iO.,
to tell about
~ i Augusta,Maine
42- ly

manage things now

George, Pastor. Services at 1040 a. m.,

p.m.

im

tention to the babies, and chuckled with

the mother.
T.

14,

Being satisfiedwith the father’s views

.

Roer, of Grand Rapids.
MethodistEpiscopal Church— Rsv.

Hollahd, Mich., Dae.

used with
wonderful
PampheltsSeat free to

too

upon this point she again turned hto,. at-

First Reformed Church, (Church Rdlfaoe)

and 740

H.

served la every style at all hours.

Goods are cheerfullyshown, aa I aim to plsase

It la a poaltive cure for Bpennatorrhcea, Seminal
WEBB-’S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
Weakness,
reakneee, Im
Impotency, and all diaeaaea resulting
from
om Self-A
Self-Abuse, aa Mental Anxiety, Loss of Mem/for
It la a positiveand effectualremedy
for all
all Herr1
ory. Pains in
Back or Side
male or female. Sachas
and diaeaaea
lose of Strength, loss of
that lead to
diseases
ory, Impaired Brslu P<
Consumpt’n
which an unnatural waste of 1
Insanity and
which cannot fall to nndennine
an early
Every organ la weakened, every
grave. The
which,
and many forma of disease are
death. It
SpeclflcMedl
If not checked, pave the.way to aa
clue la belag

and ctraagthaainf
laaaad abaarptiia.

.

Afternoon, InauguralSermon.

Nuts.

<6

.

Sunday School at 8:45 p. m.

Weekly prayer

ia

“ILIsv*

Gaslng upon the new arrivals

father and said

Brock, Pastor. Servicesat 9:80, a. m.,
p. m.

a girl,

In toeee tbf group her aitonUhment

welcome.

and 2

.

Zexv.

Rev. N. M. Steffens,Pastor. Services at

PHOTO ALBUMS,
AUTOGRAPH ALBUMS,
CHECKER, CHESS BOARDS,
POCKET BOOKS,
WRITING DESKS,

tycellc Meticiw.

them

In this vicinity If they can suit

Thera

I have received a large and well selected stock
aU kinds of

of

TUBreatEinijeiiEeieJT-Dr.IB.SlipMi’i

with the inteation of purchasing 'a

selves....

X. A. Biaymaa’s

TOXERVOTTg gUTDERERS.

...Mr. Johnson’speople have viiitorawith

which them

4S-ly

Friday

run over by the team attached to the evening, February 91b, at the house of Mr.
sleigh coining behind them. Surely this T. Johnson. The proceeds to be applied
thing ought to be stopped as much as pos- toward paying Rev. George’s salary.
sible and our "City Dads” will do a very

Maine.

Cigars, Tobaccos, Candies

cheaper

another direction,two

on

s&'awwsf.&sr,
mighty and sablime leers be-

i

as cheap, if not
the vehicles. Letting go all at once they thia winter, instead of having to bring It formation and all that la needed sent free. Addreea
STINSON a CO., Portland,
4t-ly
in from other places as they have been dothan any party in this city.
swoop like sparrows on another sleigh
ing for aeveral seasons back.... It Is pro
fteiLaxD, July 28th, 1881
donation party

84-tf

MUSICAL BOXES, ETC.

The oldest eatabllahed Stable

would have been alarming during this
5T
Street, n^r Eighth.
season of slippery weather. They cling around the hornet of the people In this own localities.Any one can do the work properly
from the flret start The bnalneaewlQ pay more | I have the newest and beat HEARSE in this
like woodchucks to the side of every locality and there is not much news for
MSI
city, with the finest horn, and carriagesfor ftineral
yonr
correspondent
to
record ..... We
farmer's sleigh, and their hand sleighs
money rapidly. Too can deroteyour whole time I purposes, which I will furnish
notice that oar farmers have hay to sell
string out like the tall of a comet behind
to the work, or only your spare momenta. Pud in-

to bold a

1882.

28,

i

sad requiems”

blasts sing

or to G.

tm,
TUHIBOM*

For 86 page eatalofs,

who bad former-

Stove Bolts, 88 inches long.

Black Ash Stave Bolts, 88 inches long.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches tong.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 88 inches tong.
Pine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
For making contractsor further informationapply to Filter's Slave Factory.

months

by a bride, a young lady

"The wintery

White Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

ana bo made

sUiif

InMfbr

hind to conquer time.” SI n
week In your own town. $6Mtfree. No risk. Everything
We will buy all the Stave and Heading _____ Capital not fit
required.We will furnish you
Bolts you cso make and deliver the year everything.Many are nunring fortunes.Ladles
round, viz:
make u much as men, and bays and girie1 1DRMO
great pay. Reader, if yon want business at which
Oak Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.

Elm

Hollahd, Jan. ftth. 1881.

out the children of those families they are

who had

\

VAN PUTTEN* SONS.

In six

keep Coal, vthich

Lowest Market Prices.
W. O. MELIK

REST

etc.

Chance for Bargains.

is the
G.

is

but

the

Woodsmen.

COTTON FLANNELS,

has been considerable anxiety manifested

or three of them barely missing being poeed

used so successfully In blasting

Holland, Sept

addim, ML C.

coming from

is

IS-lj.

Farmers and

superintendents of the county poor to bind turned up one day this week accompanied

is

of

a large quantity

and removing the largest STUMPS.

WOOLEN FLANNELS,

an amendment to by his many friends of late, on account of
apprenticelaw, which will empoyer no one being able to beer from or of him,

Tubs

which

ATTENTION

Thursday evening,

and otherwise.* The proceeds amounted

part

1888.

Hollahd, Mich., April M,

DRESS GOODS,

penses.

or In

have on band

I also

Mb. Garvelink,Representative for Alle- to between $25 and |80 clear of all ex•
gan County, has chsrge of a bill which
when the legislaturegets rid of Mr. Ferry
One of oar young men about whom their

the

I

Eetcules Powdfir

Don't forget the place No. 19S, Eighth street,
cor. Pish.
F. DEN UYL.

door bus-

4 Let all the residents *of Holland labor
(and which, by the way, I forgot to menindustriouslyand energetically for the tion in my last letter to the News) came
material advancement of our city, and reoff in good shape in spite of the storm and
collect that Holland’s prosperity means
deep snow, and was a success financially

deal of attention. It

“ALADDIN”

HOSIERY,

we are in the midst of

ningham’s Hall on

demands great

coal stove.

will "close

— ^--consistingof--*-'

pany’s shop may be, the failures of the iness is at a standstill.
past should form expensive, though valuThe Grange dance and social at Cun-

prosperity for her residents.

Store

our entire stock of

’’

also sell the celebratedand well-

week, cessed, business iu this

com- another "blizzard”and

able experience for future use.

I

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

DRY GOODS,

deep snow which retarded
in our operations,logging was going on quite

However true the failureon our

FOR COAL AND WOOD.

GIVE EE A CALL.

upon a

When the storm which raged for

hands of Manager Kimball,

etal, will undoubtedly

we

For the next thirty days,

trivial matter.

now re-

Heating Stoves.

known

GROCERY

!!

our citizens engaged in a “fisti-

slight difference of opinion

Cook and

EIGHT A PISH STREETS,

thing that pertains to a first-class

was thrown away some years ago by our locality revived somewhat, and notwith-

midst

the attention of

and is prepared to serve the pnblic with ever

not OTer zealous interest shown in securing standing the

part to

COR.

to

our city to

the location of the machine shops

call

11

sent tree on request. JOHN B. ALDEJ
Publisher, 18 Vesey Street,New York.

the other slight damages, includingtwo luge
conclusion that this bright future will not panes of glass broken out of the store
front. The cause, as is usually the case,
be permanent.”

ceding

The undersigneddesires to

order.

Handy’s store. Result: two black eyes and

is

FROM

^^0^0^

the geographical situation of the "city of

kegon for the "honors” that she

Prep*!,Mkh, N.Y.

F/onehalTaa
foTr- 1 'h°People °Kf u°,1“d
T,clnlty 10 the hct th*k
JIudsonville.
dollar magazines. The January number | he ha8 Purcha8edthe
Hndsonville Grange meets on every
contains articles by Prof. Proctor, Samuel
Saturday evening at the usual hour.
Smiles, Count De Falbe, the Bishop of Pipct WgpH fipflPAPV Uauco
u Ul utcl J nUUOtJ
As I predicted Guriy & Bennett have Carlisleand Vernon Lee. Specimen copy | r

cuff” on last Saturday afternoon in J. L.

successfully enter Into rbralry with

AGO,

Mattie

this road, but

The "golden opportunity of

FOSTER, NILBURN

This Is the title of a monthly magazine
of a charactersomewhat similar to the
Wednesday, January 81st. Their many well-known EcUctric and Litters Living
Ayo% only at a reduction of cost so startlfriends in this vicinity wish them a long
ing as to make one marvel— only 25 cents
and pleasant
Baby Mine.
a year, though each number contains near

kegon has exceedingly bright prospect of

careful obserrer

«

.

Sprik, both of this place, were married on

Surely if all these things are true, Mus-

a

Acovmaf Bardock Mood Bitten will tMbfjr the
oit skepticalthat it U the Greatest Blood Puriiat
earth. Sold by medicine dealaei ereryhera.
Dir actionaui eleraa languages.Pkic*,Sun.

Choice Literature.

•gain startedtheir mill, bat with what sucthings. These extensionsto Manistee,
Traverse City and Cadillac, penetrating as cess they have met, I have not learned.
they will the great lumber regions of
HadsonvilleLodge, No. 848, 1. O. O. F.
Northern Michigan,will make Muskegon
meets
in Cunningham’s hall every
the supply depot for an immense traffic
that now passes OTer the G. R. &. I. Rail- Wednesday evening. Rebecca degree
road. HaTing the water board here also, meetingson the first tnd third Tuesday in
there is no reason why Muskegon should each month. A cordial invitationto atnot become the business center for the
tend, is extended to all members of the
rapidly deTeloping country to the north.”

saw-dust”leads

H. 8IPP, CUf CUri.

At a meeting of the members of the Re"I have used Burdock Blood Bitters
formed Church of this place, held last with great benefitfor indigestion and conThursday afternoon, a unanimous call was stipation of the bowels.” C. L. Easton,
extended to Rev. H. E. Dosker, of Grand Hamilton, Ont

&

becoming the head center of

GEO.

the even tenor of their life with remarka-

Humors, Balt Rheum,

ter,

L

the East but General Manager Kimball be*
lieTes that they can be built here equally
as well, and equally as profitable. The
building of locomotiTesis a Tery profita*
ble business, and there is
‘ i a fine field In
i
this
western section of the country for large
and prosperous works. Such an industry
would be qf great Talus to the prosperity
of Muskegon, and the Netot-Reporterhopes
it Will grow and flourish like a green bay
tree. Mr. Kimball says the C.
W. M.
company will do ererythlng in its power
to make Muskegon the center of immence
business interests which cannot fail to add
to its wealth, population and general prosperity. The 67&W. M. Railway, will be
extended to TraTerse City beyond a doubt.
"It will be the next boom we will haTe,"
said Manager Kimball yesterday, but the
company has now its attention directed to
an extension to Cadillac, which will be
built at once if that city will do certain

I3ST

B
B

der Meulen, tension of time for the collection of taxes.
On Motion of Aid. Harrington,
Retained. That the time .for the collecRoaeland, III A meeting will be held
tion of taxes be extended to and Including
next Monday afternoonto select one of
the twenty-eighth day of Febuary 1888.—
the "trio” to whom a call will be extended.
Carried.

of Muskegon;

MEUS,

W. C.

Bi

1888.

TheCommou Council met

of the fingers of his right band

on

We eHp

Holulkd, Mich., Janaarj 80,

two

Mr. George Saw, of Zeeland, injored

?

You

will have to feed

Ruches, Corsets, Bugles Hoop Skirts, fliir Goods, Knit
Goods,Zephyr,Cardboard,Kmting Silk, Fur Trimming,
Beaver, Ulster Cloth, black and colored, Jackets, Dolmans, Fur lined Circulars.

A

la

Sunday school at 12 m.

Subjects: Morning, "Disappointments.”
Evening, “ The Victory that
the JVurld.” *Ali iho seat*
;

Tne

Ovcrcoineth

free.

it.

j

'

! M 4
-

‘

-rr

.-.r-

jjil r

L.

assortment of the latest Hals, Bonnets, apd Turbans, Birds
Feathers, and Plnmea,Dreaa Silk, Batin, Flush Velvet, Crape, etc.
full

& S. VAN DENHOIiX-AND,
BERGE,
MICH.

EIGHTH STREET,

The

Fifteen thousand pounds of dressed

JOHINGS.

pork was received by our butchers on

92, 94,

and 97 cents per bushel.

Sheriff Vaupell was
week looking

session in this

city last Wednesday and Thursday.

Tuesday.
WfcEAT

Classu of the Holland Christian

Reformed Church was In

last

in the city this

Quite a number of our citizens ttmnfto
wmi
Prof. W. E. Bellows,of Allegan, is
lem/on, one of the official visitors appointed by
Grand Rapids, last Wednesday afteri

after court matters.

to hear the

_

iciurk.
Rev. H. W. Beecher leclt

We

_

(

4

the Stale .Superintendentto visit Hope

i
Mb. L Verwey, editor of the Qrondml% College.
THE.Common Council has extended the
Married— In this city, on Tuesdays
time of collection of taxes to the 28th who was confined to his house by illness all last week, is again seen swooping January 80, 1883, by Rev. Thomas Wal ktV
day of February.
—
down our streets looking.after"news."
, ones, at the residence of the bride, WilWrr^ this issue Volume XI closes, and
We hear that Mr. Frank G. Churchill, iam D. Stearns, to Gertrude B. Hazeo. <*
our $«t years' experienceas a newpaper
of Elmira, N. Y., our new train dispatcher,
Mbs. Dr. Fred. Calkins, of Allegan, was
publiaher has been gained.
is expectingto move bis family here soon,
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. A. King last

mm* fe

1

-

-

It

is

and thus become

expected that the next regular en-

tertainment of the winter's course, will be

our

giTenonthe evening of February 13th,

coruetistof the

the Chicago who was

_

however, that she

is

to have a position

on die police force of Grand Rapids-

Wnth

company. We
la Improving.'

street,

the

The

learn,

umber

Albert,

neatly ten dollars.

of all the sawmills iu the

list

Mac

The Lumberman

in

Btomeeh, Woae, or trcmmjmim, laapeedt.
lyoonkoOed and stopped.

is the only

DiWteriialSBtimUK-j

liilffiWMr

Four,

a

is intended for the

schooner R

|

ing hU discourse

the duties of

farm occupied by Mr. J win be the -ttiDoi
iponiibllltfesof tjie people.
Drake near Hopkina* Dock, and is a per
Rev. I. F Fay, colporteur of the Amerfad beauty.
ican Bible Society, is in town, be is here
TOe last news of the Senatorial fight at in the interest of that Society. HU work

J. B. Kelly, on the

amain*,
AXD

raOULTDCB
AritOlM.
POND’S EXTIACT .......... We., $1-00, 11.76.
Catarrh Cert ..... 75
Toilet CrMm. ....... 1.00
PUlttf • ••• sseeee* 2S
Dentifrice-.......... 50
Up Salve ........... 25
......... ..

class, as to

the

'pond’s EXTRACT CO.,
U Wwt

re-

OTATE

ligious condition of the college. There

members of

util Bt,

WALSH,

New York.

Holland Mich.

ynl

as doing

this

JAMES

M.

JOHNSON,
Defendant.,

bli'vtMw

l

Aver

The

m

first of

our course

r°r

si

ceiving orders for their goods, beyont
their

leg* Dr. Best attended.

pleasure of informingour readers that Mr.

start.

com

mittee will endeavor to bring another en-

A. Vlsscher'soffice on last
Saturday afternoon,was well attended,

Assortment
SONS.

FENCE WIRE,
R.

FIRST

RANTERS A SONS.

Excludte Salt here for the Brinkerhqf
Patent Wirt.

WARD

1TEW stock:

DRUG STORE.

—

OF—

BOOTS & SHOES
-—‘—Successors to—*—

Schouten
We

&

—

Just received

at—

Schepers.

would respectfullyinform the citlaena of this

and vicinity, that we ehall endeavor to merit
the patronageof all the old customers and aa
many new ones as mar see fit to patronise us.|

city

HEROLD,

E.

PRESCRIPTIONS

fore the close of the season.

D. Bertsch, our dry goods merchant, has
TtSK Meeting of the Fruitgrowers As-

Full

expectations.This week we have the tertainment here, of a musical nature, be-

tbeLukle,and severely bruisingthe other

sociation at

!

WeitlUkavea

Circuit Conrt Commteeloner In end for the County
of Ottawa,Michigan.
Ammo Vuecnna, SolicitorIn Person.

a

•

load the resurrection of the "Hummel Tan- would have given the course a fine
nery, ” sod that the proprietors were re- We underatand,however, that the

left leg at

Nails

on

Tuesday evening,the

hind bobs pass-

breaking his

his legs,

Nails!

a

t

in

A SONS.

Complainant.

Wb take pleMurothi. week In anno#nc>^«““rt*lnmeilt»
winter, hid »
Third Reformed
am ns* svF s\ti* a f r\Ar\r\ la atv/i
be held In the College Ing that the "city meat market” in the ne audience of oar best people, and
uld undoubtedly have given excellent
^el, being the first of a series of first ward has again been opened. s Messrs.
sfaction,had it not been for the un)ly Missionarymeetings by the two Van Duren & Co., being the proprietors.
fortunatecircumstance of two members
On that occasion a missionary The gentlemen of this firm, Mr. Geo. Van
of the party being sick, and unable to
sertnon will he presced by Rev. D. Broek. Duren and W. Van der Veer, are expertaki part in the programme. Miss
Hit subject will be "The Dark Places of ienced butchers,and are well known aa
Mdrray, the harpist, being left at BtanUn
the Earth.”
such to the people of this city. Messrs.
, and Mrs. Boos, the cornet soloist,
Van Duren & Co. are a wide awake firm
as
taken ill at the City Hotel, after ar
* Mr. A. Van Vuren sustained severe loand are fully competent to make their busriving
here. The disappointment caused
rn an accident on last Tuesday iness a success. The News wish
by
their
absence is to be regretted, is the
n. He bad been cutting stave pmapprity in thflir yflntnrft.
indications were that had the whole comthe woods, and was returning
Some weeks ago we made mention o pany been present, the entertainment
je with a load of bolts when by some
fell from the

KANTER8

R.

ABEND VI88CHER,

Two

ches, will

the sleigh, the

com-

in the city.

RANTERS

it First, (chapel) and

and under

respectfullyInvite purakavrs to

The

.. before.
Sunday erening a Colon service than

unexplainablecause he

town. We

of the Conrt dome, In the City of Qraad Haven,
the.Saugatuckschool are also expected to I, the anbaertber, a Circuit Conrt Commtuioner of Nalls on hand and Intend to keep up oar stock
.
band instrument manufactory o
of all sins at ott times.
attend. Supper is to be furnished at the In and for said Oonnty, will eell at pnbltc antlon
to the highest bidder, the lands and prem'.iet deC. G. Conn, at Elkhart, Ind., was deR.
&
PhoBnix Hotel. The first part of the pro- scribed In said decree, via: All that certain piece
stroyed by fire on Tuesday laat; loss estiHolland,
Mich.
r parcel of land, attnatedIn the town of Robinson,
gram is to be devoted entirely to those S the oonnty of Ottawa, and State of Michigan,
mated at $50,000, with only $28,000 in
dressed In costume. The price of admis- nd described a* follows,to-wlt: the north-west
quarter UI
of the
fcMU Ul/I
north-east quarter jjf
Vi buwwawae
e c
^°n *we
No.
snrance.
instrumenU belonging to
sion, for spectators,will be placed at 25
- («) In Town No. Seven (7) North of Range
our baud boys here, were there for repairs,
Fifteen (15) Weet and containing according to the
Wft
cents each.
States anrvev, forty acres of land, be the Barbed and plain of five different kinds, ten per
United
Unit ____________
and it is supposed, were burned. Mr.
same more or lees.
cent below Grand Rapids prices at
Conn intends to rebuild at ouce, larger
Arabella Root concert
last
U..* th. 1th d., of

......

x

sortment of ranges never before represented In this

Chancery Sale.

In pursuanceand by virtue of a decree of aald
Grand Rapids, were season’s dancing class, is to be given on
Court for the County of Ottawa,In chanWest. The "system” consists of 5,618 in town last Thursday attendingClassls, Monday evening next, at Lyceum Hall, Clrcutt
cery, made In the above entitled caaee on the
milsaof track and has 600 locomotives, and *tbe installationservices of the Rev. In the form of a "Domino Costume Party,” thirtiethday of January,A. D. 1879. Notice Is
hereby |tven, that on the
20,060 freightcars, 150 passenger can, and Thomas Walker Jones, as pastor of Hope by the members of the school, and their Twentyfirntday ofFwVrmary,A. D. IBM,
400 cabooses.
invited friends. Part of the members of at one o'clock 1A the afternoon, at the front door
Church.

the patient

eel-

OP MICHIOAN: The

tem1! on lumber freightsto the south and! Reformed Church of

RttfododauiliepoiU

work. No

an order at an lodeffnlte time In the future, bat the goods to aelect
ffom— from the cheapest cooking stove to an asfill

pare merite and prices of onr goods with any other

Circuit Court for
the County of Ottawa, In chancery.

O

the Y. M. C.

Rev. P. Moerdyk, Elders H. H. Vender
A. attending Hope.
Chicago and West Mich R'y has Stoop, John Snitslerand Deacon Jas. Van
agreement with the "Wabash sys- derSluis,all indentified with the First
The last school of the term of

also take the lead and representold and reli-

acting from ^ paper to

T&

pped and fell, the log rollingon to

Cooking Stoves
We

are at present 80

hlaleg wlth the above result^ Dr. Best

chap. In

able Companies that warrant their

8; Hsnnsh, 1; Lacey, 1.

Last Tuesday afternoon John Schrier
is working for Mr. P. Konlng in a
West Olive, broke his right
laces. He was rolling logs

had very

meeting iu the afternoon, addressea were

Oilmans, of the senior

who

In Parlor Wood Stover we have a large variety
of every kind, representingseveral seriesof the
Detroit and utker prominentworks. In tble tine
we koid several second-handetoves which an to

College by the usual services.At the

follows: Stout, 49; Ferry, 48; Cutcbeon, the hearty co-operationof the people of
2;Bupows,6; Palmer,5; Will Its, 7; Wlthey,

an

50 Mediated Paper-.. 25

day, January 25, was observed at Hope

Lansing, is the result of the ballot taken will be to visit every family and supply part iu the dovotlonal exercises.An inSoldTby H.
on last Thursday afternoon which resulted them with Bibles. We bespeak for him teresting statement was made by Mr.

this city.

lnhileKGIa»i50c.)1.00

Ideal ”

which Is an entirely new de#ign In Parlor Coal
Stoves, matching the latest styles In furniture.
We also have several cheaper Grades.

SoepOCatal-50 HaialSyriagw*—2}

Ointment

made by Prof. Beck and Rev. D. Broek.
The city pastors were present snd took

M

J"*

POND'S BITRACT, eeegto yyweHto
lHeweeerecM is Sutter Syr

The Day of Prayer for Colleges, Thurs-

The New

“

trademark on "tmmndingbuf wrupper^ toes
ether i*

Toilet

will be on/

we have

tbs greatestknown remedy.

is

It

Sn'RACr^Ln

mission.

Kaotcrs. The "stick” was found by Mr. I the preacher/ln the ey/ning Ws theme

than any other stove.
Betide# the above

negro plantation

John Vandenburg, of Grand Haven, was show, gave two entertainments here last
Chicago and West run over by a sleigh on last Tuesday,
Thursday and Friday nights to fair houses
Mlefa. R'y will take up the track between while trying to "catch on.” The runners
Contrary to the expectation of most of the
Mean and Fentwater because it does not passed over his chest bruising him severeaudience on entering the hall, they gave
pay to operate it. In making the northern ly, but he may recover.
very creditable entertainments.Mrs.
extension of the road, the Hart branch will
Augusta Mines’ singing was of a high orNext
Sunday Rev. Thomas Wal
become the main line.
ions der, and was well worth the price of ad
Jones will preach his inaugural sermo

Dock

of the Detroit Stove Works,

Warrantedto excell anything else in the market
for economy and beanty; regulate*water, burn# Ita
fuel cleaner and distributes the heat more evenly

d&Djrerouft.

lag,

Big

Mines’

apar that lies at Harrington’s| in Rope Reformed Church, f In tl/e morn

1W8

F«r Piles, Bllmd, BIcedlmR mrllefce

It is reported that the

The new

the

AND

oompUintaaa the Bxtract.

Hemorrhages. ‘MST

-

ttye aeven-yearsold son of

oambera of

Our tine comprltee all the

SErSSEiS

evening In

being 15,677. Of these 938 are

Michigan.

-

*

m'’

Feb. 1, 1888.
Last Sunday the attendance at Hope
Miss Lena Brower, Mr. R. McDonnel, first-class paper published in the interest
Reformed Church was very large, morning
of lumber, in the northwest, and we comand evening. The collections were the Mrs. Melinda Osborn.
Wm. Vbrbkek, P. M.
mend it to oar local dealers.
beat thus far taken this year, amounting to

reaeonable price* and term* of

“CwtarrkCBVj/

Cold to Head, to.' Oar

United States and Canada, the whole

office at Holland, Mich.,

offer at

Northwulern Lumberman recently

publisheda

List of letters remaining in the post

Which we

5

Saturdayevening, a#few

and spent

and Coal Stoves,

H

social enjoyment.

left at the City Hotel sick, is not

position. W

last

Wood

if
f payment.
THE WONDER OF HEALING! patiern
Catarrh.
CROWN JEWEL

riends gathered at their residence ou

Root Concert Company,

yet able to join the

hear be

week, and on

Barrett Boos, the lady

Conductor M. P. Gill, of
and West Mich. R’y, has resigned his
e

_

permanent resident of

city.

Mrs. Addle

by Eugene J. Hall, the poet

a

Parlor

have a fall Hue of

become interestedin this lino, and

is

now

an active member of the firm of Ballard

&

Last Thursday afternoon the Classls of

[Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

CAREFULLY COMPOUNDED.

Michigan held t sessionin Hope Reformed

Church. Though a special meeting, it
and that
was largely attended. Rev* Thomas DR.
an<|
UUl| unusually
UUI
interesting. According to arrangements are nearly comWeted for
annoum
pnnoement Secretary Garfield was greatly increasing the capapfty of the Walker Jones was received from one of Graduate
Gradm of the University of Leiden, will be pre- 1 Ajlarge and elegant stock of FIN* Ladle* and
the Eastern Classes of the Reformed de- nared, at all houre of the day or night, to attend
Gentleman s Show, Gaiters and 81 ppers,j
it
and
made
several
valuable
suggestannery.
In
the
spring
on
addition
o
prAut
nomination.
On
the evening of the same to patients.
tiorisas to the use and desirability oT local
Co., proprietors of this tannery;

L SCHIPHORST,

|

24x60 feet, four stories high, will be added
day, his installation as pastor of the church,
organizations.After which several of the to the main building, and will be fitted up
MR. A. HUIZINGA,PrescriptionClerk emmembers present engaged m an interesting with the latest improved appliances for the took place. A large gathering was present ployed by the old firm wlU sllil continue in otr
discussion as to the dreaded disease mannfaciure,of all kinds of fine leather. to witness the services.A deep interest employ.
provided the entire assemblage. Rev. A.
SCHEPERS db SCHIPHORST.
knotio as the "yellows,” and Mr. Garfield We hall all these evidences of prosperity
Oollawd, Mich., August 81,
80-ly
P.
Peake,
of Ceaterville, Mich., as presigreatly encouraged the fruitgrowerswith with pleasure, not so much because the

-:o:-

CALL AND SEE US.
I.

1881

HEROLD.

Hollaxd, Mich., Bept. 1,1880.

r

his opinion, that with proper care, peach
culture

may

still

materially beuefit the city,

be made profitable,in they tend

spite of the terrible

iugl are generally

disease. These meet- some

made very

interesting

an$ should be attended more generally by

We

are informed that the Standard Rol-

ler Mills

of Walsh, De Roo & Co. are 800

barrels behind their orders for flonr. This
nuftes it necessary to run the mill night
abft day, and

arrangementsare being made

jrdingly. We were given
th
t

A other day,

hi

understand

by one of the proprietors of

mill, that they
its in

to

would

start to

runuing

about two weeks, and that the

btiinesa of the mill, and the quality of the
flop manufactured,is beyond their most

sanguine expectations.This Is indeed
newa to all our people who feel lulu our

development as a mamtfac-

city. Most of our citizens kn&w,

but to those thkt do not,
state, that it was through the
and

we

will

energetic

truly enterprising spirit of one

man,

that we secured the locationof the Stan-

dard Roller Mllla

in

our midst, and that

was none other than Mr. R. E.
of the

Workman

PhOBuix Planing Mill.

Surely if

one enterprising businessman can

do so

of our

dormant energies of

dent of Classis, took charge of the services,

announcing the hymns, and reading the
scripture, and also the

most able business men.

tion In use in the

Ret. E. Bos, the new pastor of
First

ofir fruitgrowers.

to rouse the

but because

the

Reformed Church (church edifice)

Grand

Peter Moerdyk, of

prayer. Rev.

J.

form

of installa-

Reformed Church. Rev.
Rapids, offered

tine,

Wednesday afternoon. Nearly all

sermon. The theme, which he

consistory and a large number of

so ably, was the position and duties of the

discussed

of the church were at the depot preacher of to-day. The form of installawhen the train, containingthe reverend tion was then read, sod the pastoralrela-

arrived. They

tionshipbetween Rev. T.

W.

DET

MODSf
W81"- Wa,Cl,eSGOODS, DIAMONDS,

OEMS’ FURNISHING

Jones and

d

were at once conveyed to the parson ige Hope Chnrch was formally declaredto be
Notions, Hosiery, Woolen Yarns' |silnmN, PliWnn,
futj Both
street, where the ladies of the
established.A most appropriate installaEtc., Etc.Jwhlch we offer tor eale at very low
congregation received them in a mamer tion prayer was then made by Rev. Mr. prices.Ov motto la: “quick Sale* ^and Small
1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
that must have been very gratiflying to De Spelder, of Macon. Then followed
We have received a large stock of
H. Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
Rev. Bos ani lady. The parsonage
two of the most touching and tender
very neatly itnd elegantly furnished,
charges to which It bis ever been oar pleason Tenth

bright and /warm Area were briskly
Ing in the spates. In the evening ai Informal reception was held and a

was addressed to the
large ^amPastor, Mr. Jones. The other was by

ber of persons were In attendance,

things were liberally disburaed

young. Thoee

attend

In

Boa

wil

formally installedas pastor of the church

on to-morraer morning
in the

sfteraoonat

2,

at 9:80 o’clock, and

he

to the

people. As these gentlemen reside

will deliver /his

We

to with the closest attention.

be able in

a

hops to

rapl.Dl.bnl, k.pt

part. Thus ended

Hope

(Mb ud

tall.

i ...

FLOUCR AJ7Q FE]2@\
is

The highest prices l* paid for batter
and other Ooantry Produce.

a

day

of special interest

. We trust the fondest exof this church will be fully

Church

Call

“-“k

..

to

WAITftntflll

bejust as represented.

Mao kept constantly on hand.

and see our New Goods, j ^

Good* deliveredfree

of

charge,

^

I will

and

future issue to pissent to our

readers their papers in full, or at least, in

to

I

Onr
and onr

in our city and are both parlsbonersof
Hope Church, their addresses were listened

preas themselves as having spent a
enjoyable evening. Rev.

Bcott, D. D., and

Rev. Philip Phelps, D. D. and was directed

were loaded with eatables, and the
old and

CLOAKS & DOLMANS.

ure to listen. The one was by Rev. Cbis.

inaugural address. Thus all of /our pectations
Mr. H. Werkman 'still remains in
cbnrches, with the exception of one
realized.Much interest Is felt in the inau store as
equally as enterprising citizens would pull
again supplied with pastors, and, we
gural discourses of the new pastor, which
B.
together, sod labor for the development of the correct of eccleastlcal life will h$!
Holland.
Oct. 26,
7-lj.
are
to
be
preached
on
to-morrow
(Sunday).
oar place in manufacturingindustries.
forth run smbothly in our city.
much, wharfnight we expect if our other

-Dealffr In-

preached an eloquent and impressive

member

his family,

eighth street*

W. BAsrdslee, of Constan-

bis family, arrived in this citjrHjl

gentleman and

R. WYNHDFF, Otto Breyman

j

^

also keep on hand e fail line of

^

FULL LINE OF GOLD FENS.

Um Come and examine our
heretofore.
WYNHOFF. show Good*.
1862.

^

trouble to

»

.

‘ _

O. i
Holland. Mich., Jan. 1,

THE HONEYSUCKLE SPBAY.
THE OUT.
Around ft p'Hftred balcony
A honeysucklegrew.
And In the w^ad the slender sprays
Of feathery blossoms blew.
And 'neath Its leaves, at dewy eve,
A yotith and madden strayed;
The scented breezes kissed his curls
And with her tresses played.
Beneath the flowers, a moment’s space,
Her tripping footsteps stay;
She tlp'oe stands, with girlish gjaoe,
To break a snowy spray.
»

With cay caprice, she twines It first
Around her golden hair;
Tin n turns and lays it in his hand.
And carelessleaves It there.
TBS BATTLE.
The tempest-cloudswere all unfurled.
The lightning flash shot by ;
Above was heard the deafeningcrasli
Of "Heaven’sartillery."
Dark sqnidron* faced, in stern array,
And gleaming sabers bared;
The cannonade kept steady roar,
The cannon’sAre glared !
A stalwart rider baits apart;
His bright yonng head is baza;
Uncovered,as he, reverently,
Breathesheavenward a prayer.
The lightning blazes o’er his cnrls,
The storm-winds lift them high,
A*, fearless in the battle’sfront.
He looks toward the sky.
A withered honeysucklespray
' He raises,holds apart,
And lifts it lightly to his lips,
Then lays it o'er his heart.

’

Then, sparring on his eager hone.
He dashed into the fight; *
Around, aloft, above his head
His saber circled bright
The strifegrew strong and furiona,
The air was dense with unoke;
The brave yonng soldier’stemple fair.
Cleft by a saber-stroke:
Bat

still he fought where ballets fell,
A thick snd swfu shower;
One found its way into his heart,
And < eared his heart's dear Howe*

And when the battle-strifewas o’er,
Among the dead he 1 y :
Across his brow the saber stroke.
And on his heart the spray.

There was a house where women came,
Brave women, sweet and fair;
To nurse the w nnded thither borne,
With tender woman's care.
And strong arms raised the soldier boy
From his oold, mossy bed;
go calm and aweet his noble face,
They knew not he was dead.
Thev bore him with the wounded
Wh< n they found his breatn was spent;
The laid him b a casement.
Where the breezes came and went.
On pl'low white And gleaming hair
The soft J ne sun-rays dart; , „
They laid the half-burnt flowtr they found
Above his quiet hefcrt
Beside him there a quiet knot
Of strangers standing by;
There entered in a fair yonng girl
With timid stqpaad shy.
She looked upon the stalwart form.
Upon the narrow bed ;
She sees the flower she gave him onoe,
All burnt and scarred and dead.

She takes his hand— beneath her touch
It never moves nor stirs;
She stoops to kiss his atony lips,
That will not thrill to hers.

on a

little stool at Miss Elsie’s feet,
and Fred moved his ohair to Amy’s side.
And so, her slim, whito hand, with its
single flashing diamond, resting on
Amy’s golden cnrls, sweet Miss Elsie
told her story, to the accompanimentof
sobbing winds and rustling tapestry.

MISS ELSIE’S bTOBY.
Tern years ago I was living here, in
this same old house, with my guardian.

He was a distant cousin of my mother’s
and, strangelyenough, the only living
relative I had. My parents died when
I was a mere child, and left me to this
guardian’scare. In case I died before
he did, he was by my father’s will to inherit my estate, unless indeed, I, when
of age, willed it away otherwise,which
I was at liberty to do. A portion of
my mother’s property had reverted to
him on her death. At the time of which
I speak, I was just 17, and he a middleaged man, stern, grave and silent I
had one other companion, Mrs. Kingston, a sweet old lady who had cared for
me since my mother’s death, aqd was
always kind and affectionate to me." I
was very fond of her. My education
had been completed a year earlier, so I
was no longer under the care of a governess. We had no near neighbor, and
my guardian’smanner was so stiff and
reserved that he did not make, or permit me to make, any intimate friends. I
scarcely saw a stranger, except at
church, or in the most ceremonious of
calls. So that, with the exception of
the servantsof the house, my guardian
and Mrs. Kingston were my sole companions. However, I did not regret
my limited chances of making acquaintances, but was quite content with having access to an extensive library, and
liberty, to roam, not only in the parks,
but through the forests and meadows of
my estate, always alone. In the spring
of the year 18—, a Mr. Rowan, a young
man from the North of England, and a
stranger to L. Parish, came to visit
a friend living at a distance of some
miles from us. Mr. Rowan and I,
chancing to cro4s eaoh other in our

half-breathedgrowl, but I laid my hand
on his rough head, and at the touch of
my fingers he cowered at my feet. I
trembled lest the growl or the clank of
his chain should have been heard, but
no, all was silent!
Then I passed on until I reached the
entrance of the “Walk." There I
stopped and turned cold, and sick at the
accomplishment of my own wish. For
there, down the avenue, under the
dark trees, I saw the form of a yonng
man, tall and graceful, and wrapped in
a long( traveling cloak. I could not
see his face for his head was turned

away; hut what matter?

I

knew who

was. He moved away and

I recognized the quick, decided motion and
stalwart figure, although the latter was
half-obscuredby the heavy folds of the
riding cloak. I could see the dim moonlight touching chestnut curls, like those
I remembered so well, and a bright spur
at his heel. Then my momentary fear
was lost in joy and I stepped forward
to speak. I could not. The words
froze on my lips, and before I could
even call his name he was gone, lost
under the shadow of the trees. I followed, but could see nothing; so
despairing and hopeless I turned toward Dane Hall again. I found Mrs.
it

with bridal flowers on her dark hair and
SICKENING TRAGEDY.
a misty veil over her face, pale no more,
but lit with a faint, exquisite tint like
an apple blossom. And for the bless- A Milwaukee Mother, Whi e in Reings that are not of this world, no one
ligious Frenzy, Murders Her
who knows those two can doubt that
Three Children.
they will have their part in them,
Onr dear old church was crowded
with smiling friends come to see Miss The Babes Shockingly Mutilated, Being
Elsie’s happv bridal. Little Almy was
First Stabbed and Then Disher first bridesmaid, and stood close to
the altar, clinging to Fred Denver’s
emboweled.
arm. There was a joyous weddinff
feast at the Hall, and we all danced
under flower garlands twisted and
A terrible crime was committed in the city
twined about the grand old walls. Mr. of Milwaukee a few days ago, a mother kill- M
Rowan’s step was light, and his blue ing her three little children— the oldest 4
eyes full of laughter, and “Mistress years, and the youngest 18 months— in a'
Elsie” os merry as any of ns.
most brutal manner, UtehUly cutting them
So they are married at last. May to pieces and completely disem-t
they “live happy ever after!”
boweling them. From a local paper*
we glean the following details of
the blood-curdling horror; When the reTHE FAMILY CIRCLE.
porter reached the dingy apartmentwhere,
the deed was committeane beheld a terrible
Make the Home Happy.— There is sight Left of the door stood a large, low
a fearful responsibilityresting on pa- bed, and on the scanty, dirty bed-clothes *
rents surrounded with budding sons lay the prostrate forms of three little girls.
Tney were a ghastly group’ The littlebodand daughters. It is enough to awaken ies were nude and cut up in a terrible manall of the energiesand virtues of the ner. The oldest girl had a large number of
wisest men. The best and noblest gashes made with a buteher-knlfe all over
work any man or woman can do on her little body. The arms of the second
girl were cut off near the shoulders, the
earth is rearing a family of children so lower extremities hung to the body by thin
that they will honor their parents, con- shreds of flesh, and the little body was comscientously observe the laws of God, pletely disemboweled. The small body or
and bless the world with faithful ser- the babe was cut into six pieces, the
•

'

,

Kingston looking for me and much
distressed by my disappearance. I submitted rather impatiently to the kind
old lady’s coaxing and inquiries. I was vices. And it is around the family altar
burning with eagerness to be left alone that this can be the easiest and most
—that I might think over what I had effectivelydone. And on the farm
seer —what I would have given worlds there is no time so convenient as the.
to see again.
winter evenings. And this opens a
Here Miss Elsie’s voice faltered and field wide enough to satisfy the ambiceased. For a strange sound had been tion, or indulge the desire for happibeard— no sob of wind or rustle of ness of any parent or child. Make the
tapestry. We all shivered,for a cold home happy. Make it a school of ingust of wind swept through the room, struction. Make your children comand the heavy oaken door swung slowly panions,and exert all your time and
and noiselessly back on its ponderous energies to be able to lead them in all
hinges. On the threshold stood a tall, branches of information. It is a noble

^

,

>

stalwart figure, in a dark, heavy riding' work, the

best man or woman can be
cloak. A sombrero hat shaded his engaged in, and if faithfully performed
face, but we could catch a glimpse of your evening skies will be cloudless,
short, clustering chestnut curls, glitter-

and

your

—

sunset clear and glorious.

ing and heavy with rain-drops. . A Farmer Clarkson.
moment that seemed a century passed.
woodland excursions, became acSecure a Home.— We would have
quainted.
called .
me We all sat dazed and silent. Then he every true man build for himself a
several times, and mv guardian, raised his hand and pushed back the home, be it ever so humble in the besombrero from his brow. He looked
although he did not openly objeot to
ginning. Industry and frugality aqd
his visits, seemed to disapprove of sternly across the room, not at ns, bat good judgment will make of it the most
them. But Mr. Rowan continued to straight at Mias Elsie. His steady, lovely spot on earth. The man withbright gaze seemed to pierce the discome, and jnst one month after onr first
out a home is like a sojourner without
tance between them. Miss Elsie tried
meeting we became engaged to be mara country. The richest, happiest and
to rise, then to speak, but her pale lips
ried. It was Mr. Rowan’s purpose to
the best man in the wide world is he
quivered,and she sank back white and
ask my guardian’sconsent immediately,
who has a pretty, comfortable home of
unconscious in her chair. Brave little
but on the very day upon wllich we behis own, a family, good health, and owes
Amy sprang np, forgetting the presence
came engaged he received a telegram
no man a cent, even though his entire
in the room in her love for her friend.
stating that his father was very ill—
possessionswould not sell for a thousBut the apparition had strode swiftly
possibly dying. He at once started for
and dollars, and though he had never
down the apartment, and was bending
his home, promising to return as soon
held so high an office as town constable
as possible. In a fortnight’stime he
rrdfTenEtlr-id?:^AXghth:
^Ve so.eti.es feel
wrote to me, telling of his father’s conconstrained to doubt whether a man
slender form in his strong arms, he
valescence,and his own intention of rewithout one can at best be but an inbore her to the nearest sofa and laid her
visiting L. in a few days. I had aldifferent patriot. He can not feel that

He

.

on

-

.rAfiaa

head and extremities being completely sev-

ered from the trunk. Near the foot of
the bed a young woman, only partially
dressed, wiin disheveled hair, crouchedon
the floor, le d down by two strong men.
Upon a table near by were the remnants of
a frugal breakfast, and carelesslythrust

scraper, with two handles, also smeared all
over with blood The butchery was horrible.
Blood dripped from the bed onto the un6a&
peted floor, forming a large pool The whole
surroundings were exceedingly squalid, Poverty and uncleanlinesa gave the-

rooms a dreary look, which was
not improved ‘by the bitter ..cold
atmosphere The young woman held
down was

the murderess. Her hands were
smeared with blood, and the front of heir
dress was dyed in gore. A satanic smile
played about her mouth and her whole appearance was that of an Insane person. She
was a fair-hairedyoung person, and her
features were not bad. She is about five
feet three inches high. Over her head was
a bed-quilt and when she had been placed
before the fire in the police station she told
her story in broken German. When asked
how she murdered the children she said she
stabbed one in the breast and another in the
shoulder. They oried but little, as she made
quick work of tho butchery. She smiled as
sne pronounced the last worda The woman
used a draw-shave and two small carving
knives. With the former she shaved the
children’s bodies, and with the latter! she
stabbed and disemboweled them. Wnilo
their bodies were shockingly mutilated,
their heads were untouched. When asked
what had caused her to do the fearfuldeed,
she replied, “I read it in the book.’’
Her insanityis of religious form, and she
thinks she has made a great sacrifica Bhe
kept smoothing bock her hair with her
i

bloody hands, looked at the crimson stains,

and smiled. Her eyes had a wild look. The
there.
ready acquainted my guardian with my
interest in other people’s real prosper- sight was so terrible that the officers turned
“Bring some water,” he said to Amy,
engagement. He had sternly expressed
ity, that he feels in his own, and with- away sick at heart Hacked and cat and
•
and she quickly and deftly obeyej.
his disapprobationand refused his conout such property we would have no stabbed and chopped legs and arms, horribly
Then at her soldier-lover’sside—
Meanwhile he threw off his cloak and
from the body, is the butchering
sent.
But,
on
receiving
the
letter
menUnheeding all the rest—
country worth a name. He would severed
described in the shortestway.
sombrero and flung them across a
Bhe kneels and lays her golden head
tioned, the disgrace into which I had
scarcely
risk his life in defense of the • The husband stated that ever since their
Upon his ley breast. •
table. .Then he knelt reverentlybeside
fallen was completely lost in my pleashearthstoneof bis landlord, but let arrival in this country they had trouble, as
the couch and held the water to Miss
ure at the prospect of seeing Mr. Rowan
that hearthstone be his own, and woe there had been considerable sickness among
Elsie’s lips.
saw her sweet eyes
the children. About Christmas time she had
again.
One
day
my
guardian
called me
to the invader who should threaten it
Since that fair morn in early June
read somethingin a paper that seemed to
open
and
meet
his.
into his library. He looked grave and
Just twenty years have passed;
with desecration. The homes of the have had a great effect on her. Since then
“Come,”
I
whispered,
and
we
all
stole
I went to see her yesterday,
sorrowful. “Elsie,” he said, gently1?
people are the strength of the State. she has spent whole days looking at a small •
To see her for the lasu
softly out and left them alone together.
prayer book in her lap. cooking no food, and
“ I have sad news for yon, my child.”
We stood in the door of “Dane Hall” Build them, beautify them, own them not even heating the room. She is doubtless
And lily-white, and srallinr sweet,
I said nothing, hut waited, trembling
and be happy. This is tho fair deduc- insane from worrying because the sickness
Cold on her couch she »y;
and fearful. “There was a railway ac and looked out on the calm, silvery tion from hosts of instances, and in the of the childienprevented her from attendAnd on her hr aat that heaved no more
landscape. The storm was over. The
A honeysuckle spray.
cident yesterdav and many lives lost.”
true philosophyof homo making and ing church.
he continued; '‘Mr. Rowan was on his winds were lulled, a gentle western homo owning.
Chased by Coyotes.
.way here, and his name was among breeze was stirring; the rain-dropa
Employment for Children— Here
clung to tMb shining leaves and glistthose who were killed instantaneously.”
An Eastern Montana exchange gives
ened in the light of a full moon. All is something which will give employI heard no more, for I fainted for the
Elsie.
the following:Major P. Russell, the
ment
to
the
childrenon
days
sometimes
nature seemed softened and made lovefirst time in my life. When I recovered
drgaded by quiet-lovingmothers, when sheep man, says that coyotes do not
ly by the storm that was past
consciousness,I was in my own room,
bother sheep much in this country.
BY MAY FORD LAUREL.
Miss Elsie’s mystery is cleared at the schools are out and the house is full
with kind Mrs. Kingston bending over
They will, however, keep around the
of
noise
and
frolics.
Get
some
plaster
last. She has told me how Mr. Rowan
sheep at a distance and howl in the early
Thtfrain was dashing wildly against me. I was very quiet under my great
had come to Dane Hall at the appoint- of Paris and water, and provide some
morning
and at night. The shepherd
the window-panes, the trees were rock- grief. I do not think I realized the
ed time; how her guardian had met moulds ; these may be borrowed from
dogs lie considersa great protection, as
ing and sighing, the winds were moan- full extent of it as yet. The dreadful
the
kitchen—
pudding
moulds,
blanchim and said that “his ward was in
they will run the coyotes off, although ing like a chorus of banshees. The tidings had come to me so suddenly
London, at the house of a friend, pre- mange moulds, scttllopped cake-tins,
they cannot whip them. Recently,
flickering firelight made weird and un- thatT felt half stunned by them. When
paring for the coming wedding. For and even plain but prettily shaped
however, the order of things was recanny shadows on the high walls and in at last Mrs. Kingston left the room for
Elsie, although so yonng, had been bowls, will any and all answer every
dark nooks of the old room. The tap- a few moments oif some errand, I rose
versed, and a band of coyotes corraled
purpose.
Now
set
the
children
to
work
affianced to a young Londoner for a
estried hangings and rich enrtaihs and opened the easement which looked
a valuable shepherd dog and ran him
year." He then delicatelyintimated a let them mix the plaster and water, and
rustled eerily; the canvas lords and out on tho “Elm walk." I shall never
off through the hills. The absence of
fear that Mr. Rowan had been deceived fill the moulds. If any of the articles
ladies in their narrow, old-fashioned forget how everything looked tha;
the • dog was afterwards, fortunately,
by his ward’s heartless coquetry, and they make are of such size and shape
soon discovered,and herders, mounted
frames tapped and trembled against night. Tho moon was in her last quarthat
they
can
be
hung
on
tho
wall,
progently implied his sympathy and rethe wall. Even we, the bright young ter, and had just risen over the river.
on fleet and sure-footed horses, folgret. Mr. Rowan at once determined vide some loop or ribbon or of braid,
lowed in search. The dog was at length
group seated round the glowing hearth, She looked queer and ghastly,and cast
and
when
the
mould
is
abou{
half
full
to leave England*,and find a rough and
had- forgotten onr merriment in the a dim red reflection in the water below.
seen at a distance, completely surroundroving home in Mexico, far from the of plaster lay the end of the loop in and
•adness of tho storm. A light-hearted There was not a breath of wind stirring,
ed by about ten of the cunning coyotes,
sweetheart he loved. Before he went, then pour more plaster over it. When
company we were, and often made the and the elm-tops lay stiff and stark
were successfully driving the poor,
came
look once more the plaster has hardened the loop will who
old house echo with the sounds of our against the pale sky. Not a sound to
faithful creature away from the camp.
be
found
to
be
securely
fastened
in,
and
at the place where they had been
At intervals the dog would attempt to
mirth, as we played “hide-and-seek”in be heard— not even the moan of a
so happy together. Then he had been capable of sustaining the weight of the
the queer lobbies and closets,paced the whippoorwill or the buzz of an insect
break this cordon of wild herders and
seen by her whom he thought false, article. When the plain bowl is used,
winding corridors, or danced the “conn- on the wing. The river seemed to have
return to his charge, but the fierce anior
a
deep
plate,
the
article
moulded
and who thought him dead. For Miss
mals, anticipatingthe movement,
try-dance”-in the spacious hall. For ceased to flow seaward, it lay so still and
will
resemble
a
plaque,
^nd
can
.be
decElsie’s guardian had woven his web
Miss Elsie Dane’s grand old mansion cold. It was another world from the
would close their ranks and present a
subtly, and equally deceived them both. orated by casting some bright pictures
was the gathering place of the yonng onp in which I had moved and laughed
snarling, unbroken row of shinning
So tins man, for the sordid purpose of or painting some designs on it; and by
people for miles around. We all adored and sung, that very morning. I could
ivory. At the approach of the horsethe
way,
I
know
of
nothing
that
which
keeping his wardV fortune under his
cur gentlehostess,and she never seemed hardly believe that cold, avenue to be
men the cowardly coyotes at once
so
happily
occupies
the
sometimes
tedicontrol, and within his possible reach,
happier than when surrounded by ns in the on6 on which we had walked, he
dropped
their tails and disappeared
had saddened and clouded two sunny ous hours of a child’s life when he
our merriest and noisiest moods. But and I, in the early mornings, with the
almost as suddenly as if the earth had
seems
to
have
exhausted
his
resources,
yonng lives. At 2l and 17 each thought
that night we were all gathered, sober tyet, dewy grass under onr feet, and the
opened u^ and swallowed them.
life’s golden brightnesslost forever. as the employment of a paint-brushand
and silent, close to Miss Elsie, and she, palh sunlight stealing through the elm
One mourned a faithless,one a buried a few tubes of paint. It may be also
Few Hours,, But Well Used.— Lord
in her silver-grey dress and soft lace, boughs overhead.
dead love. He became a roving solita- be made to conduce to his education in Bulwer Lytton was one of the prolific
Then I thought I would go and walk
was seated in a great tapestriedchair,
ry wanderer ;• she the sweet, gentle the matter of color, and— for I would writers of our century, and must have
apparently lost in meditation. Her there once more, and* if it and all the
woman whom we have all known and furnish him with a little bottle of oil->- published twenty or more volumes, in
sweet face and dark e^es looked lovelier world were the same, how could he reloved. And we haVe heard how, after he may learn to be neat, to use his oil fiction, poetry, art, and historical critithan ever. And so we all' sat, listening fuse to come or sqnd some token to me
his long exile, he had learned by chance and paints without soiling his hands or cism. But he was 'Accustomed,by his
to flic furious stonVi 'nwt'hnrrifap rain, as I stood on the spot where he had last
that Elsie was “sweet Elsie Dane” still; clothes or dropping any on the carpet. own testimony,to write only two hours
.until Frod Denver lifted his halidsome seen me— where we had parted? How
how he had come back to England and It is conceded that it is a mother’s duty a day, concentrating all his powers on
face in the bright firelight and said, could he be silent or unconscious while
ridden through the rain and storm, and to bring up her daughter to be a good intense labor during that time. Walter
I stood there and prayed and wept for
* strode, unasked, into Dane Hall, and wife, and so it ought to be conceded Scott, during a considerableportion of
“Just the night for a ghost-story. One sign that he had not forgottenme? then paused on that threshold in doubt that her son should have some of the his li|erary-life,did all his hard brainWon’t somebody tell' one? Who has His spirit must be within the reach of and fear, lest his love should not wel- training which will prove of inestima- work before breakfast,* which came,
ever seen a real live ghost ?. Hare yon, mine, I thought. I had never been sucome him hack; the rest we could guess. ble benefit to him as a husband, and however, at a late hour, 9 or 10 o’clock.
perstitions, but I think I believedfirmMiss Elsie?”
They have forgiven the man who dark- one of the most wished-for virtues is After breakfasthe devoted himself
We all smiled ag we looked m> at the ly that night that I had still power to ened their yonng lives so cruelly; the. that of neatness. This we may surely to the entertainment of a large number
lady addressed; to onr surprise She communicatowith him. I prayed that
of guests, who wondered when he found
man who died— nursed and tended teach our bov8.--.NeujYork Fost.
it might be so. I thought that if one
hesitatedand did not answer.
it uuKutuunu.
j by
the girl he had wronged-with
time for writing. Moses Stuart in his
“yhe hasT she hast” cried Amy Ful- littto fSTewel!word from him ccrald on- J? l8i/ unconfos5ea.
they
In the Southern States the negroes, prime was regarded as the most learned
ton, springing to her feet. “Tell ns ly reach me I would be more content, have Dow all earth can give to her hapinstead of dying out as was prophesied, and enthusiastic Biblical scholar in this
though it were the lost I should hear
alioiit it, darling Miss Elsie!"
piest children— love, honor, stainless are increasingat a rate altogether un- countoy,but Ida health was'so frail, and
But Miss Elsie looked grave, and
hearts and lives, health, riches and equaled in history. They have* in- his nervous system so prostrated, that
I^fad on a thin muslin dress and the
Amy, in tho entlmKi.i.smof her curiosity,
youthful
brightness and beauty, too; creased 34.67 per cent, during the past he was unable to devote nlbre than
ciinic to that Indy’s side, caught her night was chill,, but • just as I was I
for Mr. Rowan’s chestnut curls and decade, and the whites— notwithstanding three hours a day to intense study.
slender* hand and fairly kissed it. Then stole away on tiptoe, fearful lest I
The example of these eminent scholars
shn looked up with such aft appealing I should be heard. I reached the hall blue eyes, his bronzed face and stal- immigration from Europe, only by 20.20
and authors shows how much may be
per
cent.
The
mortuary
reports
of
the
wart
form,
cpuld
never
have
been
handlook in her blue eyes that Miss Elsie, door and, exerting all my strength, I
somer at ono-and-twenty than they are Southern cities show an exceptionally accomplishedby any one who is menever proof to Amy’s coaxing, relented. contrivedto withdraw the heavy bolt,
high death-tatoamong the colored pop- thodical in’ habit, and studies with enAt her bidding wo nestled closer to- and slipped out into the night. The now. And Elsie (“Mis. Elsie” no long- ulation, nearly double that of the thusiasm for even a brief period of the
er)
looked
a
hundred
times
lovelier
gether and prepared to listen to the fierce mastiff #e kept chained by the
day.— United Presbyterian.
Doming revelation. Amy seated herself stops sprang forward with- an angry, than before, as she stood at his side I whites.
I
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abruptly;
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CAUSE FOB APPREHENSION.
My*teriond Physical Troables Arouse

Dread—

A

Professional Ex-

ienw.
things give more pain than dread or

rehenrion.Most people are able to face
trout danger heroically, but the sudden
unexpectedcoming of some indefinite
___ mlty very naturally strikes terror to
^even the bravest For this reason Ughtning
'

Rat, Cat and Puppy Pie.
Mr. W. A. Forbes, Greenfield, Mass.,
was cured by St. Jacobs Oil of rheumatism.
In Canton we visited a restaurant
—Cincinnati Christian Standard.
where cats, rats and dogs were served
or food. Dog steak, Tried rat or cat

miles* finds himself covered with dyst.
He emerges with IBb face covered with

coming and going are so sudden, unnnDunocd and unknown. For this same reason

”

in unknown disease, some poison in the
Mood, some malady that is gradually under-

oao

—

good reasons for
‘ Mi*
such dread,
* “i for
f -----modern
J
acience
that some virulentdisorUAvUt/Xs discovers
aaaovv/
—
ders show the least signs in their beginnings,

while they have the Worst possible symptoms. We know of many persons who have

ate with a hearty relish.
lisn

tag of food soon tnerearcer. mien
are really In a dangerous condition,even
though they may not realise it The following statementof a most prominent physician, who
has uau
had unusual
opportunities
for
umu,
wuu uu/1
uuuni»»i
****——— --investigation, is of so striking and important
a nature that it will be read with interest by

We

first

frpKM.D.

;

.......

—

m

..........
in

while and then worse again;

fact,
off

so bad that he had to lay
for some time. He suffered intense

The Secretary announced the follow
inquiry from Union Springs, Ala. :
“What do you think of a colored man
who keeps thirteen dogs around his
cabin, and lets his wife go barefoot al
winter? There is exactly such a case

irig

neighborhood.”
“At fust sight one may call it a case
of brutality,” replied the President,
“but de mo’ he looks at it de

in this

l*o wnl
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to a health*

1 8000 FAMILY REMEDY
STRICTLY PURE.
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Moat Delicate!

-.

Cat meat is said to be a fine tonic and Bf lie faithful nee COftSUMPTIOIf has
good for bald-headed men. Pupbeen CUBED whea ether remedies
pies and kittens are generally preand Physicians hhvs failed
ferred; old digs and Tom cats are apt
to effect a cure*
to be rather tough. Black cats are
supposed to be more nutritious than
white ones, hence the followingadver- tho Levs Balsam has cured kU mplhtr of Conmmib
tisement seen in a shop window: “Black
cats served hot at all hours ; also rats,
^Wiu-YAM A-NjIaxam * Co- whol*«d« drpnwa
snakes and dogs.”-— C7i ma letter.

In Cold Given Away!!

rat is

Women

all

The Prairie Farmer

mamm
PENSIONS.
TO WHOM PENSIONS ARE FAUX

EVERY SOLDIER
of th*

United SUtei, cither by

behave like rational creatures.
Personal !— To Men Only!
Thb Voltaic Bsxt Co., Marshall, Mich.,
will send Dr. Dye’s CelebratedElectro-

|(0$IllTEir$

Voltaic Belts and Electric Appliances on trial
for thirty days to men (young or old) who
are afflicted with nervous debility,lost vitality and kindred troubles, guaranteeing

•^oountef^wound!^ Y^ureor^i^inj

speedy and complete restoration of health
and manly vigor. Address as above. N. B.—
No risk Is incurred, as thirty days’ trial Is allowed.

ho doan* know. Mebbe dar’
am no market fur dogs in dat lomo’

Am*.

__
Ur of
r

Send two stamp* for aoircuPension and Bounty acta.

AddTeaa,P.H.FfTZQKIIALD’S
D.B. Claim Agency forWwtorn Mdl*n,

INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Tbi the new brand. Spring Tobaooa

Pare Blood.
dat cull’d man
Mtny familiespride themselves on their noble anhe wants to. An’ den some
wimin am mighty onsartin. Fze seen cestry but here, in this democraticcountry,we do not
some who would hoe cotton in kit care so much about our pedigreeas our health. When
shoes, an’ I’ze seen ’em1 go bar’fut de the blood ia out of order, diseasemsnlfests itselfin
y’ar ’round to gin deir feet a chance to the skin and flesh. To be restored to health take 8co
^row. It’s jist as a family feels abou vill’s Barsaparills or Blood and Liver Syrup. Phrriit. Some prefer shoes to dogs, an’ agin flaas speak of it in the highestterms. Dr. Everett,
Cooper Plains,Steuben county, N. Y., menUons two
some doan’ make no ’count of dress, in cases of Scrofula and Erysipelasin which ScovilTs
case dey kin have three dogs under Sarsaparilla or Blood and Liver Syrup effected a cure,
each bed in de house an half a dozen andl san: "I think it one of the beat puritters of the
waitin’ at the back doah fur orders. day. It has met with perfectsuccess in every case
where I have used it.’*
If dat man was a member of dis club
shouldn't feel authorized to reprimand Evxsv druggistwill tell you that Allen’s Brain Food
never laiis
nrrtuun uvium
Jtr,
fails 10
to cure r*ervou*ur»a,
Nervousness, Nervous
Dcliilithim until arter consultin’ his wife.”
-At
and restore strencth to the weakened orgsns.~i
cality dis winter, an’
can’t sell,

N.Y.SIng«r,$20

on K*t trial- |>Un If da*** ---- it caw. niagniBcml
iraKT IniMa a ml out. Clr •
r«I*r,with tNUmontaitifro*. A«k
0 I’ajrn# A Ga,«7 Thlnl a»,CWc*«*
A

'

neverclan is generally
ge
thelces, true, that the phy JlcTan
greatlyounoyed by this mysterious trouble,
especiallywhen the case is of hereditary
origin. It is, doubtless, the first stage of the
well-known, but terrible Bright’s disease,as
the kidneys contain large quantities of
albumen; and, while children and young
people are especially liable to its attacks,is
Ll 'prevalent with all classes, and usually
continues until late in Ufa
One obsttnatecase which came under my
of this
observation was that of a fireman
city who applied to me for treatment. The
case was diagnosed parenchymatousnephri‘ Is. The man was twenty-four years of age;
lethoricandlight complected. He stated
'at ho had suffered from urinary troubles
,om childhood, and that he had “ doctored"
[hundred times, each time improvingsome;
fter which, in a short while, no would rogipse into his former state of mhery. I prescribed tho usual therapeutics known to the
professionwith the same result that my colleagues hod obtained.He got better for a
-

:

Mappx Hmm Orgnaai t Mt*
RmxK It atop*. Ma-huilcaitub

are now employed in nearly With Bronrhiti*in IU wont form for twtlv* yearn.
Lena Balaam cured him, M it hu may othw*
branches of light manufacturing The
of Bronchitin.
Dorse Alexander, editor of the Barnesville,
I have, during my prbfesirional
career of
business, and the men who formerly re- As an ExpectorantIt has No Equal.
many years’ practice, treated a large number Ga., News, has been cured of rheumatism belled against the innovation now acFor Sol* by all AfadlotaoDealer*
of various disorders, of which, perhaps, by the use of 8t. Jacobs Oil.
cept the situation as an inevitableoutnone have given me more trouble than the
growth of the spirit of the times, and
The Lime-Kiln Uinta
mysterious disease known as acute nephritis;
Is,

i

ON.

on MoTtrUl-piM wiiin »i*irtr*4.

2,

rfe«srR.Editors:

I

saw cats

indulge in any “bow-wow” soup or feme steak or rodent pot-pie. Wc were
not hungry just then. The Celestials
will tell you “rat number one good eat;
ee,” and show you rata skinned, rats
salted, rats dried, rats hung up by the
tails and rata strung on strings. If you
doubt the genuineness of the article the
iroprietor will show you the meat with
he hair and tail attached for identifica-

tion.

P*T

With IS Mt of AtuchmcataFT**

a meal was “dog cheap,'’ but we did not

of

NSUM
This

.

step in the way of perfectingan
invention is to make every window immovable. These should never be subjected to the caprice of the passenger.
The window should be for the admisall:
sion of light and nothing else. It
ASSOCIATEDCHARITIES OF CINCINNATL should, therefore, be a fixture, fastened
into the solid wood and made air-tight.
EOABD Of DIBECTOB8.
Doors, also, should close without noise,
Jose
tiZitit-Wbut should be aii-tight as to all the marjfrs. M. F. Force. H. Miller
Mr*. George Hunert. Rev. Chas. W. Wendte. gins. Shutting the dust out in this way
FreirkLuicenheimer. Daniel Wolf.
means shutting out the air. The nex'
J. B. Wilson.
step will be to get the air in entirely
Office: No. 2Vi West Eighth Street, f 4 free from dust.
0. Amdeb oh. M. D., ^uPKitnrrENDrirr, >
. Cincinnati,Ohio, Dec.
1M2.
The Toledo, Ohio, Btt says: “Col. J.

and while it may seem strange,it

safsffi fgfsasasfi:

C C

and pups in cages for sale, and rats
tang up waiting for purchasers.The
looked
dishes lo»
' ' savory, and the price of

dwellings.Now dost is driven in
the same way. No device has ever yet
been applied which will effectually
persona keep dust out and let fresh air in. The

1

$20

ey’s stories that the Chinese eat these
things. But it is true. We saw a
whole puppy, stowed in a targe kettle.
We saw a tableful of men satisfying
their hunger with dog meat, and they

grime, and soiled clothes, and in a state
of positivediscomfort*If he travels
across the continent, he is covered at
one time with alkali dust,' at another
with white or yellow powdered clay.
It pervades the cam and takes possession of the passengers.Whoever has
noticed the effect of driving snow-storms
in the Atlantic States knows how snow
will be sifted into the. most weatherly
houses. . It is driven under doors, under window casements and under eaves

dull and nnoertoin pains in various portions
of the body; who are unnaturally tired one

t

to

An Inrention Wanted.
stew were to be had at any hour. It
The passenger in crossingtha conti- las been often denied and many affirm
nent, or in traveling a few hundred hat it is only one of the old Peter Par-

and tornadoes arc considered terrible; their

v

$5

A GREAT SAVIH8 TO FARMERS!

if

THE

;

'Lightning

.

;

_

Hay

Me

!
(WitMOUJH'8WENT.)

Sitters

pain; so much so that I confess I had to
resort to hypodermic inlections of morphia.
Mv druggist,who kuew how disgusted I was
with the case, although not willing to desert
Hostetler'sBtomachBittersgives steadinessto the
the man, advised me to try a remedy from
nerves, induces s healthy, natural flow of bile, prevent1
which he (the druggist)himself had derived
Awarded“Pint Older of
constipationwithoutunduly purging the bowels,
1 great benefit. As a drowning man catches
druggistsand at Allen's Pharmacy. 815 1st Ave.. N. Y.
at MelbourneExhibition, 1880.
at a straw, I prescribed this remedy, not letgently
stimulates
the
circulation,
and,
by
promot
ng
a
TIm Conductor.
Wm swunlrd the fint foalta
ting my patient, however, know what I was
At Uie Inti-matlouAl
Exhibition
vigorousconditionof the physicalsystem, promotes,
Winona, Minn., Nov. 29, 1879.
0 ____ n him;
, and, although not a believerin
giving
ia Plilladfli»hlft,ln
UfiB.Aftd Acalso, that cheerfulnesswhich is the truest indication of
I had been suffering with a severe cold for
nor a patron of “patent medicines,” I most
ceptedby tnv Judges ts
a well-balanced
conditionof all the animal powers.
overal days; was so hoarse I could not speak
confess that after my fireman bad taken one
sumios wAirr
bottle he grew much better. I made him above a whisper. Nov. 16 I met one of Dr.
£3“ For sale by^Druggistsand Dealersgenerally.
m U8L
Warner's
agents
on
my
train;
he
handed
me
continue ita use for a period of two months,
Itlstbe BUST KNIFE in tb*
a
bottle
of
White
Wine
of
Tar
Byrup;*>ne
with the most gratifying results; it really
WOULD M cut Tint rtSD
$72
worked wonders, and he owes his cure and hour after taking the first dose my hoarsebale, to cut down now or STACK,
ness
commenoea
to
leave
me.
In
twenty.to cut COBS stalks for feed, Of
present perfect health soleljyto the remarkto CUV
cut PEAT,
PRAT, Ana
And I1M
hu no
no eqatl
IO
rble power of Warner’s Safe Kidney and four hours my voloe was quite clear and
for cutting sods or ditching la
iver Cure, the remedy which I prescribed, natural, and toe cold nearly cured. It Is the
nunliM,and for cutting nsite
bast remedy I ever saw.
aok from silo.
^nd he used
U A ID *«nd Dostal for Rl'st'dCaUlo*. HULL’S
Respectfully,
TRY IT. IT WILL PAY YOU.
Since the recovery of the man above men11
Hair Store. 8SA40 Monro*. Chi^ga
Manufactured only by
C. W. wabhen, Conductor.
tioned,!have given considerable thought to
Chicago
and
Northwestern
R
the subject of acute nephritis, or kidney diffiHIRAM HOLT&CO.lEastViltOQ,le.,U.S.L
“Bold by all druggists. ”
culty, and I find that its manifestations are
foi nil b j Hirdvare Kereki&Uud tbi tradeimnllf.
. most remorkablaIt often appears without
In making wills, some are left out and
any special symptoms of its own, or possibly
as a sequel to some other disease. It may others are left tin.
be a sequel to scarlatina,diphtheria and
Corns I Corns! Corns I
other illnesses, and even arise from pregEvexr
one
sufferingfrom painfuloovtrawill
nancy. The first symptoms frequently show
be glad to learn that there is a new and pain, themselvesin tho form of high, fierce and
Circularsfree. VALENTINE BROS., Janesville, WU.
’ .infem*6 pains In the lumbar
region, “the less remedy discovered by which the very,
worst
class
of
corns
may
be
removed
entiresmall of the back,” troublesome mlctarltions
and frequentchanges in the color of the ly, in a short time and without pain. Put1 urine, which attimes diminishesperceptibly, nam’s Painless Corn Extractorhas already
been used by thousands, and each person
j If the urine is entirely suppressed, the case,
For Businetsat the Oldest ABeit
probably, will terminatefatallyin a very who has given it a trial becomes anxious to
Offer* the best Held for Kmlffranta-vlx.i a
recommend
it
to
others.
It
is
the
only
sure,
___
c„onsequt
___
few days. Dropsy is
consequence
mild, equable and healthy climate 1 cheap
prompt
and
painless
core
for
corns
known.
of the suppression of urine, and wle selands of (treat fertility,producing all variePutnam's .—nless
Painle Corn Extractor is sold
* vereness of It iRjjOverned by the proportion _____
ties of Grata, Fralt and Graaoaa In wanderFnr No,(t,*r4 00
disMM,
wound
or In jurr Par
everywhere.
Wholesale,
Lord,
Stoiitenburgh
of retention. The nervqps system becomes
fal abundance t an Inexhaaetlble aapply of
11,1a- mIAawm nniM rbilrlrnn nj*A Dlititljld KfillinliH
iAT)&
Co.,
Chicago.
, with subsequent convulsions and
Timber V vliUMal FleUU aad «tti*r tnirnl
Jar circulation
the blood, which, in
iron
in or
of th<
depaaltnt'cheap and qalek tranaportatlanby
Racy
literature: “Krik’s Guide to tho
my estimation, eventually might cause a
railroad*and river navigation; direct
Turf.”
diseased heart to give out. As I have remere* with ail part* af
•f the
tkt warld, awing to
It* proximity to the Paelffe Ocean.
- mantfo,
markfd, in many uuney
kidney luueiiBea—
diseases—yen,
yes, even
Pure Mood helps to make a clear conNO DU0UG1IT8, NO INNBCT PBHTfl,
in Bright’s disease itself—
to
Itself— there is no per- sclenca. Hood’s Sarsaparilla purifies the
NO HirURlCANRN. WH1RLW1NDN, OE
ceptiblo pain in the back, and these troubles blood. Enough said.
lid. , Send us a big bottle.
OTHER DENTKUCTIYKPHENOMENA.
Neuralgia, Sciatica, Lumbago,
< often assert themselvesin various sympThe 1.anda af the Pacific N art Invest ab*w
i- toms— for instance, in troublesome diarA cobbler’s motto: '‘With all appliances Backache, Soreness of the Chest,
nn average yield of wheat per acre largely
_ rhuea, blood poison, impaired eyesight,nau- and means to boot”
Gout, Quinsy, Sore Throat, Swell*
In exceoa'ofthat of any other wet ion of the
sea, loss oX appetite, disordered digestion,
geteerwltha V ALU AS LETI ^ ^ ^ .
.....
United Ntntea.
• loss of consciousness,husky voice and many
The only natural hair reneweris Carboings and Sprains, Burns and
No failure of crop# tiao ever occurred.
other complaints too numerous to men- line. a deodorited extractof petroleum, preScalds, General Bodily
Oregon When! command* a higher price
tion. Indeed, thousands of people are suf- pared without distillationor rectification
eek than that of any other country In the LiverPains,
. fering from the first stages of Bright’s dis- with acids or alkalies, contojnlng no mineral
pool market.
ease to-day, and they do not know it.
or other poisons,delightfullyperfumed and
An immense area of nsrp fertile Railroad
Tooth, Ear and Headache, Frosted
In conclusion,I would like to state that I as clear and pure as spring water.
ertrtServi'-e. A t
and OoremmettiLands,
nds, iciti
--- in
-----easy ------1 eaek of
,
have, since my success with the fireman, reFeet and Fan, and all other
hutory of th* ’’i
the trunk lines <fth- Not them Pncifie R. H.,
ryuutn" of the U. _
peatedly prescribed Warner’s Safe Kidney
Ladies or gents out of work furnishedNvith
the.
i.reynit
Railway
Jt Navigation, and the
Pains and Aches.
Aemy durinr th* war.
and Liver Cure, and if my professional steady, lucrative employment at home. Send
Oregon & California R. M. Co.'s and iheir
Compiled from official
No Preparation 00 earth equals 8r. Jacob* Oit
isnyr^^ OF THE REBELUOH. numerous branches in the (treat Valleys st ike
rl*. re»e"l« many
brethren could only be brought so far as to :»-cent stamp, for particulars, to Agents’ Furu a safe, sure, simple and cheap External rep
rte” srvu
ixroax rtsusncp Profnwlvtl. Co umbia and it< tributaries, are note efferrd
••war secrete”
aavaasir
nishing Co., P. O. Box No. 1066, Topeka, Kan.
Remedy. A trial entails but the oompmtively ItteCrsted.th
hrilllngly
Inteleatlair.seJbvery rapidly.Itend
......
/tr sale at Low Prices and on Easy terms, or
triflingoutlay of iO Cents, and every one Buffering
itedcleniUeami special *
open to pre-empt,on t.tul Uomest • d t.ntry.
Siffisjssrte srasuTt:
I find themselves recompensed for their supDon’t work vour horses to death with poor with pain caa hav* cheap and poeltive proof of ite
the urfai tnov ment of populiii n t • the
a
. posed sacrifice of liberty, as well as by tho
axle grease; the Frazer is the only reliable
Cf lnmbia regi'-nn w in progrtst toil/ be
Directionsin Eleven Languages *
great benefits that would accrue to the world. make. Use it once, and you will have no
tnoniunitly inena-ed by the eompteUon af
SOLD BT ALL DBUQQISTS AID DEALESS
Most sincerely,
th- .'OrUum Pael/le R. It. and Iks (hsgon
other.
O. Anderson, M. D.,
lialhray & Naviuatinn t o.'s systems, his
II MEDICINE.
Superintendent
Lyon’s Patent Metallic Heel Stiffeners keep
Oluoa offersthe surest meaiisofmaking regular monthly re -Mrs certain a rapid increase in the msine
proriterrmninvesimer.UofllutolluUDorniore
deallngln of 1 ands now open to purchase o- to entry
new boots and shoes from running over.
Baltimore, MdL, U. 8. A.
M-der the United States Lan > Laws.
Bold by shoe and hardwaredealers.
I or Pamphlets and Maps descriptive
af the
The Lion a Coward.
eiM.utry,Its resource*, climate, reate* ef
The
best
and
cheapest
Car
Starter
is sold
- “There ia an idea among people, gentravel, rates and full lufstmatlea,address
by Borden, SelleokA Co., Chicago, III With
erally,” remarked Mr. Thompson of the
past three mont....
----- It one man can move a loaded car.
As L. STOKES, •
Maps
of
information and
money In Club, or retuenerlon nenunu. Diiarrs,tiwracn.
Zoo, as he stood before the cage of tho
vnua Mid Explanatorycirculars wot free. Kells*!* correspondents
Missouri,esnsas. AikMjas
General Eastern Agent,
Texas,write to JOHN K ENNIS. wauied everywhere. Address K, K. Kikhall A Co.,
Af Ulark Htreet, Chicago, III.
handsome beast, “that the Hon is a
RHEUMATISM CURED.
46 Clark r* .. Cl» « ngo
Corn'll Mchu.. 1'.7 * li» La Salle Sl.Cuicaoo, 1mbrave animal. Nothing is further from Our beat phyaicUoa agree that outwardapplications
the truth.* For his size and strength never cure rheumatism.The Mst oils and liniments
A
CONTEST.
he is the biggest coward in the animal only alleviate the pain*. Rheumatism is a constituFull
/n*
rucriona
and
Handbook
on
pATUtTsfetU
ft'S.
Alcoholism,
Opli
kingdpm. When I was in South Africa tional affliction,originatingin impure and disordered
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claims.

A.VOGELERftCO.,
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FREE

blood. Hood’s Sarsaparilla
ia the proper remedy, be-

saw hut two

of them in tho cause in purifyingthe blood it correctsthe acidity in
open plain. They skulk in the forests, which rheumatismbegins $0 act
and will take fright and run at ordinary REMARKABLE CASE OF A SEA CAPTAIN,
. Mitchell, of the barqne Antoine Ma. New York
danger. But he is bad medicine in clpt
and Havana trade, come home in May, 1H82, entirely
dose quarters, and one blow from 1m helpless with rheumatism. Ho went to tho mountains
massive paws in the right place will with his wife, at whose requestCapL Mitchell made use
send a man to kingdom come as quick of Hood’s Sarsaparilla.He commenced to iraprov*
right away under tho Influence of H<K>d’* Karasparilla,
as a bolt of Hghtning. He isn’t the and was soon able to return to Brooklyn. In two months
.u
Aidtrying Hood’s SarKAtwiilshiHrheumsti'in
king of beasts, and the tiger dan whip
was gone, and be sailed in command of bis vessel a well
him every time.”’— Cincinnati En- man. His wife writes : "My husband is « years of age.
[

'never

;.

quirer.

_

f’

and his health

_____
Health.

.

'
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JU.

r

.1*4 IA iiv

is

now

better

aa, iwa asaa'aaaa^

than it has boon for some

oaav-vve

-
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8 EXPERIENCE.
Health is happinessand long
The
I am employed in the Chicago N. D. PostotBce as a
priceless blewfingDf health can be retained, carrier
r. During our late wet spell I have suffered from

Ufa

or if lost recovered, by ustac a medicine
which the experience of years has convinced
an intelligent public is both safe and efficacious. and that medicine is Dr. Guysott’s
Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla. Ask your
druggist to get

ti&m

it

for you.

AN OLD DRUGGIST

NOVEL
PATENTSipS^ $400.°°
IN CASH

GIVEN

AWAY

iiig. Seminal

We

impotency. ft
ana ah Nervo

Women

This pace la r— aired for the
Christian Temparanoe Union.

W,

!i_ggoommnddihyPhytlclAnt!

BT HON. JOHN B. FINCH.

bee demon-

lEa.'i/'MSHSffii

strated that the system of licensedregale-

wemanufototaaodMllltvILhapotltlVO

The ichool of

experience

when applied to the

.lion,

holic beverages,

Is

failure.The

portation and sale of alcoholicbeverages

claimed by temperance workers to be
honest men concede that

prohibition is theoretically right, but

MAN

doubt its practicability. The conflicting
stories fa regard to the
ition in Maine,

Prices

MISSES’

HOODS

$2, will be sold for $1.50;

Good Hoolf

price $1.50, will be sold for $1.25; Hoods of $1.00, will be sold for(/

tit

working of prohib•MO

Vermont and Kansas, have

It

UWACQUAIHTIO WITH TMI OIOOAAAMV or TWI COHNTKYWIllKI BY IXAMWme TMI* MAA THAT TH|

cents; Child’s Hoods, price 25 cents, will be sold for 20 cents.

7 5

,aak your Drugf lit for it. and
Aooarr xo uhtatio* oa aoBrrrror*. If h*
has not gat it, ated tou and va will forward
tounodtatoly.Price, 78 e»ta per bottla. 4
F. J. CHENEY k CO.. Toledo. Ohio.
Sold by SchontenA Schepers, Holland.

the true policy, for Slate and general gov-

ernment Many

Nice Satin Crown Hoods, price

Ilia
till

entire prohibition of the manufacture,im-

is

and

.ATyrRS

T

-

in alco-

traffic

a fraud, a

;

in

Pure Great

atarrii

Sriit&ot is thi Out of Lioenn
tfilnn Prohibition Xziai&od.^-

Tha

-

HALL’S

mm.

®.

<B.

-

AND DOLMANS

LADIES’ CLOAKS

Large assortment which will be sold

at a large discount for cas

placed them in a maze of doubt, and

a

while they hope prohibitionIs

success,

not Such

persons are

honestly seeking

light They

search for a

long time in a blind way, and then give

A nice assortment of Beaver and other overcoats, and

up, saying: “They say it does not work,

and

1

1

they fear it ’is

a full line o

Clothing will be sold at greatly reduced prices.

I fear it does not.”

upon
of the

If such persons would ooly enter

the investigation of the question

A large stock of Artie Overshoes, and numerous other

operation of the prohibitory law, in the
same manner

as they enter

upon theiuvest-

be greatly reduced in price.

igation of business, and use the same com-

mon

would have

sense tests, they

no

diffi-

culty.

These bargains axe for Thirty days only.

"Does prohibition prohibit?"The readers

jury. Let me

are the

present the case.

the

of

ports

that

State on board a United Stated man-of-war

_

ment

alco-

power to

be allowed in the
government by its

regulate inter-statecommerce,

t

licenses the importationof liquors into

liquor outlaws: “Pay into the treasury of

the State punish you

if it

can.” The general government has

DRY GOODS

“ALBERT LEA ROUTE.”

your nearest Ticket Office, or addreea
R.
E. 8T. JJHN,
Vlce-lWA Oen'l M
Oca I ttu A Pam. Aft-

CABLE,
»T.

al-

ways lent aid and comfort to the violators

*

dealer in-

TORE

S

Alioa very large and assorted stock of

£>

on the corner of River & Ninth Sts.
Can now be found, not alone

a

complete Block

DRY GOODS

PRINCIPAL+LINe
The SHORTEST, QUICKEST and
line to 8L Joseph,

points In
sas,

New Mexico,

Ksn^V^^-son,Dallas, Gal-

Arizona,

Many

lose their beauty

from the

FARMERS’ PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.

hair

C.

Ulling or fading. Parker's Hair Balsam
Holland, Oct. 12th.

supplies necessary nourishment, prevents

and grayness and

is

an

A

This Route has no aaperlorfor Albert

1880.

bed two years

cess. Three bottles cured her,

at

aud she

woman.— R.

connectionsmade

a

cost

is

now

as

Depots.

nedy's Favorite

as it

The taking u few dozes of Burdock Blood
Bitters is belter than ’’grunting it out.”
cure let’s not endure.
On It.

“For severe toothache and Neuralgiao
the head I used Thomas’ EclcctricOil.
'This is certainly the* best thing I ever
knew for relief of pain of any kind. The
bouse Is never without it,” Mrs. A. M.
8t., Buffalo, N.

“De »r John,” said a bvely girl with

who was dyiug
to have her lover “pop" the momentous
question, “What makes you wriggle aboUt
and appear so excited? speak, love!"
John tried to speak, bludied, and seizing

Remedy.

lalcat

all

It,

will

find traveling A

CelebratedLine to

PiUtfitld(Mast.) EaoU.

GIVE

luxury, Instead

officesI

of a dlshe U. S. and
Stone In the Bladder Is a very dangerous aliment;
but many most remarkablecures have.of late been Canada.
comfort.
All
wrought by '‘Kennedy’sFavorite Remedj"-the
informalloo1
Invention of Dr. Kennedy of Rondout. N. Y. AnaltouiRates of
other striking case la now added to the list. Mr.
Fare. Sleeping Cara,
Peter Lawler, of Dalton. Mass., atatea In a letter
etc clverfii hr given by
to Dr. Kennedy that he had been tronhledwith
T.
I
PERCEVAL LOWELL,
bladder complaint for 14 years, and had consulted
at differenttimes seven physicians; but nothing U Met Prtit A Oen'l Manager, fto. Aim. Agt«
— nilfiir.
Chicago, 111.
Beyond temporaryallay ment of the pain had been
worked. Towards the end ot last January Mr.
Lawler calledon Dr. Kennedy. Sounding him the
docior ‘'struckstone.’’ Me decided that Mr. Lawler should Und try the ‘‘FavoriteRemedy,"so as.
if possible,to avoid an operation. And here Is the
remarkable result: "Dear Doctor Kennedy-The
day after I came home I passed two frnvel stones,
and am doing nicely now. If you would like to
seethe stones I will send them to you." This letter bears date “Dalton. Mass., Feb. dth,” and is
signed "Peter Lawler." The stones, wnlch are so
large as to warrant for ‘‘Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy” the claim that It Is the raosi successful specific forStone yet discovered, are now In Dr. Kcn..edy ’a possession.Incidentslly Mr. Lawler also
statea that the "Favorite Remedy" at the same
time cured him ot a atuborn case of Rheumatism;
and It Is a fact that In all effectlonaarising out of
disorder of the liver or nrinary organs It is a searching remedy and works marvellousbeuents. It Is
Batxsna aas laromaa or
in itself almost a medicinechest. Order it of your
druggist.Price f 1.00 a bottle.

T. L.

F’IewHomP

blue hair and auburn eyes,

and yon

Tlcketavia thl

.
Holland, Mich., July

home. You

couldn't blame him, reader— he was
flictedwith Itching Piles and
tried Swayne’s

af-

MACHIKECO

SEWING

CHICAGOsILL.-— AMD

UERIDES.

it

IBALSAM.I

We

AT

-*

—

if

*

|

.elegantly per

fumed and harm-

(natural color

Meyers. Brouwer

&

Co.

Make

STEEL PENS.

“Tha Acm

Miller

A* MyiWtalyfrv
Mrfmn' with
(tSMyOoMlljr UiUag

gllsh Remedy,
an unfailingcure
for seminal we»k
ness. Sperms-

our

that
„

_

‘torrhea, Impotency. and all
DlawtsesthatroU
low a* aseqnenCe,
of

Self

Abuse;

Journal.

firm of . L. Hedbtiorg, of

mat

|

Buffalo, N.

MuJUrnU

immediately, for the lowest
possible prices.

of

Orders will

PAINTS, OILS, BTC.
Having purchased the
“good will” of
will

be promptly filled.

_

ImM.

m

Drugs, Medicines.

pre

GINGER TONIC
__ _ ___

package, or six packages fi r t5. or wlllbe sent
free by mall on receipt of/- the money, by adway, shape, of form, which process is al- dressing TDK GRAY MF.DIC’INfcCO
No. inti Ma n Street. Pnfialn. N. Y
ways against (he inures! of the consumer.
For Sale In Uollaudbv I.cbvi W ulsh. . 35-lv

now

pared to deliver No. l>coal

Gingtr. Bochu,
Mandrake. SKIKngu. ainliaany oiher ot ths bert

&

Y., are

PARKER’S
coalition

-dealersiu-

become the agents for the coal

Ipnwti**.

rSSSS&m

TiiMP.^VvelwruiVi- ^tor diking.
in Quality, Flavor or Uniformity, and we
Indr. Pam ht the Bdck. Dimness of Vision. Pre
warrant lhr*m a!i*duteiy pure. E. Levkk- matnre Old Age. and many other Dlseaars tha
to Insanity or Consumption and • Proma
INO
Co. Importers, Johlters and lead
Uro (travr.
jtdfFnlrpirfIculars In our pamphlet, which we
Roasters of Coffee, Baltimore, Md.
desire to send free by mall to avery one. The
P. 9. Bear in mind that our goods are Specific MedicineIs sold by all drug: 1st at |1 per
not glazed, colored, or ndulierated in any

m

Kremers & Bangs,

iOLOGEl

GRAY'S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
MARK The Great Kn-TRADI

(price considered) they cannot be excelled

wUluull iiuipls|ros»onrec*lptof t

Young Men and Women will not otly save
i
ey but valnable time in the future by attending tn '
Grand Raplda Buslneaa College, where they wii
receive a Thorongh, Quickening,Practical education. Bend for College
8WJm.

We, the undersigned, having

rRADK

spread popularity throughoutthe country

claim

3, “ and

Co.,

and

riOKSTOH

HOLLAND, MICH.

many frienda and patrons to our roasted
which have gained such wide-

We

stylesof

We ihow cutof Patent AiljuittbleQuill Action Reservoir Pr

ibaldm
ml* sad llj

M

FURNITURE 8c COFFINS

coffees,

during the past year.

til

COAL! COAL!

1

DftALKKI IN

I

bt-g again to call the attentionof

CO.V.V.

Ladles’ Scissors and Ink Erasers.

A perfect dnss*

IRAN G£v MASS.

and take no other.
Important to CoffM Drinkers.

14

STANDARD .POCKET CUTLEIT

BERKSHIRE SWINE.
Bixchkr; Will Coh Iluyoia

Removes

every time. Your druggist keeps it; ask
for

WYKHUY8EK

HEREFORD CATTLE
COTSWOLD SHEEP

PARKER'S
HAIR

rSQUHIPN SQUARE. NEW YORK),

had never

Ointment, which cures

H.

1882.

20,

THE MILLER BROS. CUTLERY C<

his hat, put out of the house and struck

“go as you please” gall for

ME A CALL

ohStl1

Y.

Didn't Pop.

Try

Through

Clockf

IM.

good hold. They
don’t remove themselves in that way.

ness if they once get a

Frank, 177 W. Tupper

the

the Bled*
by Ken-

POTTER.

can’t “gniul out" dye

Tea Can Depend

1?

^

sold below Giand Rapids prices.

l

pepsia, nor liver complaint, nor nervous-

What we can now

MarvellousCure of Stone in
ber-LargeStone*Removed
From

D., Buffalo.

savage

Watches and

In Union

“Jriiflt it Out.”

You

market.

classes of travel.

All

‘

senseless.

the

36-ly

with a

Parker’s Ginger Toaic. It was a big suc-

The above is an old saw

etc

NARROW ESCAPE KANSAS CITY No trouble to show good;

could not cure, when I was led to try

as strong as any

etc.,

I keep a fuU line of Spectacles, which are
eat In

complicationof disorders her physicians

a dollar and fifty cents,

.

Prompt attention giuen to repainh

Big Success.

wife was in

Jewelry,

elegant

dreciing.

is

Watches, Clocks,

STEKETEE A BOS.

all

of

veaton,

tana and Texas.

A Loss Prevented.

“My

lowcA^^^xtchlion,Topeka, Deni-

Nebraska,Missouri.

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.

(To be Continued).

%

And

)OSSi
Which wc*. mend to keep as completeas pi
>rlcs
hie embracing all the 1 test and best made fab

of prohibitory laws.

falling

WYKHUYSFN,

-AND'

unrivaled and majr^Aoent, bejng composed

GREAT ROCK ISLAND ROUTE,
At

C HI,

I

H.

cer' detailedinformation,get the Map* and Polders of the

States will remain silent,wink at your

IM:

GROCERY

of Groceries,— always of the Freshest and Purest,
but also all kinds of Farmers Produce, ProvlslonB,
Etc., Etc.

to import, and the agents of the United

D,

-A. IsT

THE NEW

Tlo*etafor Bale at all principal Ticket Offices in
the United States and Canada.
Baggage checked through and rates of fare always as low aj competitors that offer less advan-

sell-

L

Xj

C.STEKETEE&BOS,

ing the liquors congress bus licensedyou

let

_

O

Direfct Line, via Seneca and Kankabaa recently b^en opened between Richmond,
Norfolk,Newport Newa. Chattanooga. Atlanta.Augusta. Nashville.LouUville, Lexington. Cinoinnatl,
Indianapolisand Lafayette,and Omaha. Minneapolis and St. Paul and intermediate points.
All Through PaaaengeiW Travel on Fast Expreas

the United Stales twenty dollars a year

and

_

A New and

liquof; the general Government says to

crime,

ia

_

IN

kee,

the State. The State prohibits the sale of

and you may violate the State law by

PACIFIC R’Y

Magnlflcent11
Horton XVCUHUIUB
Xiuriuu
Reclining V/UMll
Chairman, Pullman's Prettl
Line of Dining
between Chicago and Mlaaonri River Poinia. Two
Trains betweenChicago and Minneapolisand 3t.
Paul, via the Pamoua

holic beverages shall
State; the general

&

by the ahorteat route,and carrying paasengora,
without change of oars, betweenChicago and Kanaaa City, Council Bluffii,Leavenworth,AtchUon,
Mlnneapbliaand St. Paul. It oonneots in union
Depou with all the principallines of road between

and gives a banquet and dispenses liquors.
The State says by her laws that no

ISLUD

Call! the attentionof traveler!to the central position of iu line, connecting the East and the W eat

ages; Chester A. Arthur, President of the
enters

H
CfllCABO, BOCK

manufacture and sale of alcoholic bever-

II^IRRIlSrCrTOlT,

E. J.

Prohibition has never had a fair trial.
The State has branded the business of
drunkard-making; the influence of the
general governmenthas always antagonized State action. Maine prohibits the

United States,

articles

im«84 tamt Caayh Cam
you are suffering from Female Complaint*,
Kmeuaoeaa, w akefulne**. Fheumatom I y’ptp»ia. age or any dUaase or wfirimir, taka I ’rkeral
Ginger Tonic. It will strengthenbran and body
and |uve you new life and vigor.

the

Hardware

Apply

store of

Wm.

T.

entire itock and

E. Annis

&

Co.,

endeavor to merit, by fair trentmeni

at and honest competition,t ehaw

C.

we

of the

patronage of tbU public.

If

Melis, or to

John De

Boer,

Physicians Prescriptions care

|

lOO DOX*X*A.n8

Drayman.

WM.

Paid for anythinginiurious found in Ginger Ionic

*t

or for a failure Hi help or atre.
HV.Riwt #t *>»H
In <lr*r*.L»rr* *»»!*» h*vtsy

.lit.*—

*.’1—

,-c#-

C.

MELIS.

JOHN DE BOER.
’

25-tf.

fully

Compounded.
KREMERS & BANGS.

Holland, Mich., April 19th. 11-lv

